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11.3 Tender for Emerald Airport Runway Enrichment Program 2016T100C
DECISION ACTION REPORT
Author:

David Voss, Manager Airport

Authorising Officer:

Michelle Webster, General Manager Commercial Services

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The Emerald Airport Runway Enrichment Project consists of 2 components – Part A being Runway
Enrichment which has a critical time component for works to commence in late March or early April 2017
depending upon weather. Part B involves the reconstruction of both ends of runway and is the most
significant component of works and cost for the overall project. The runway enrichment and reconstruction
works need to be completed separately, due to airport operational requirements. This report provides for
decision in regard to tender for Part A of the project involving enrichment works for:





The main runway 06/24 (excluding both runway ends which will be reconstructed later in 2017)
Taxiway ‘B’ (bravo)
RPT apron Bays 1 and 2.

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Central Highlands Regional Council Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee accepts the
tender of Rock n Road Bitumen for the runway enrichment project (Part A) for Emerald Airport runway
06/24, Taxiway 'B', and Regular Passenger Transport aprons Bays 1 and 2 for the amount of $276,243.52
(GST exclusive) for Tender 2016T100C.
REPORT:
Central Highlands Regional Council is in the planning phase for the resurfacing of the pavements at
Emerald Airport and reconstruction of the runway ends. Previous asphalt surfacing works were completed
approximately 19 years ago. While the surfacing is in good condition, signs of binder oxidation and
aggregate loss are evident, with resurfacing required in the near future.
The Pavement Assessment and Preliminary Design Report of 24 July 2015 concluded that the majority of
the pavement areas assessed were in sound structural condition and the review of the Pavement Condition
Number (PCN) confirmed that resurfacing is needed to combat weathering rather than for structural
improvement. The exception to this is the two runway ends which were constructed in 1997 and require
rehabilitation to meet the required level of performance. The report concluded that the majority of the
asphalt surfacing may be a good candidate for surface enrichment to delay further oxidisation and delay the
need for asphalt resurfacing. Council endorsed the report findings and were keen to conduct trials to
explore the viability of a surface enrichment treatment to the existing surfacing given the potential for
substantial cost savings over the life of the pavement.
With the exception of the 2 runway extension areas constructed in 1997, much of the pavement at
Emerald Airport is structurally sound. The asphalt surfacing is however showing signs of weathering, with
some aggregate loss caused by the brittleness in the 19 year old binder. This is the reason why a surface
enrichment has been considered for use on runway 06/24, taxiway B and the RPT apron.
A robust tender process was undertaken by Council which included the following;




An onsite airport visit of the project site. Four (4) companies attended; Rock n Road Bitumen,
Airport Consultancy Group, MPA Surveying and Fulton Hogan. and;
A comprehensive evaluation process.
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A total of two (2) tender submissions were submitted to Council from;
a) Rock n Road Bitumen, and;
b) Airport Consultancy Group.
Submissions were weighted against three (3) main selection criteria;





Compliance
Tender response forms
Tender criteria.

The three (3) section criteria were further broken down into sub-sections and weighted and assessed
primarily against the following criteria;

1. Non Price – 50%
a. Relevant Experience – 15%
b. Key personnel, skills and experience – 10%
c. Tenderers Resources – 5%
d. Demonstrated Understanding – 10%
e. Development of competitive local business and industry – 10%
2. Price – 50%
a. Competitive pricing included assessing local contractors or contract services where
applicable and utilizing local resources such as accommodation, meals, and local
businesses for adhoc and ancillary needs.
Final scorecard
Rock n Road Bitumen scored a higher ranking across each element of the tender criteria including
experience, compliance and pricing. All three tender evaluators scored similarly.




Rock n Road Bitumen; 61.3%
Airport Consultancy Group; 39.0%
Request For Quote – EVALUATION SCORECARD
Evaluation Panel

Rock N Road Bitumen

ACG

Evaluator 1

75.5%

46.0%

Evaluator 2

77.5%

53.7%

Evaluator 3

92.0%

56.5%

$276,243.52 excluding GST

$366,48.00 excluding GST

61.3%

39.0%

Tender Price
Average Score

The project work is being planned for mid to late March 2017, depending on long term weather forecasts
and Contractor availability, which will be re-assessed fortnightly and closer to the prospective start date.
The project timeframe may be extended up until early April 2017 if an extended wet weather period is
forecast, as the work is dependent on warm conditions that are predominately dry.
The project management of the enrichment program will be undertaken by AECOM. A cost component of
$24,960 has been allocated for this task.
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The reconstruction and overlay of both runway ends at Runway 06 and at Runway 24, the highest cost
incurring element of the project, will take place later in 2017. An update and additional reports will be
provided to Council mid 2017.
CONSIDERATIONS / IMPLICATIONS:
Risk Rating

Risk:
Due to the nature of the project there is a requirement for the runway to be closed to aircraft traffic
at specific intervals and then re-opened after enrichment material is applied. This process will be
managed by the Manager Airport and AECOM Quality Assurance in line with Civil Aviation Safety
Regulations.
Failure of correct enrichment material application could lead to runway closure for a longer period of
time which in turn would affect airport operations and scheduled RPT services causing delays and
financial losses to the airlines.
Not proceeding with the enrichment project could cause an eventual reduction in the airports service
level which would impact RPT operations, general aviation, aircraft businesses, visitors such as
aviation travellers and tourists and future potential businesses. The State planning policy;
Infrastructure part D regards Emerald Airport as a strategic airport playing a key role in facilitating
economic growth in Queensland.
Corporate/Operational Plan Reference:
6. Strong Governance;
6.1.0 - Corporate Plan Strategy: Ensure Council's commercial activities are managed well and
provide benefits to our community.
Financial:
The tender relates to Part A of the project in particular the enrichment component. Funds have
been provided in the Airport 2016/17 budget for this capital project. In addition, a total of $2.2 in
funding has been committed by the State Government from its Building Better Regions Fund
(BBRF) for the project.
Statutory/Policy/Delegations:
Local Government Act 2009 and Local Government Regulations 2012
Communication/Engagement:
 Tender advertised in CQ News and distributed via LG Tenderbox
 Internal and external stakeholders will be kept updated by Manager Airport throughout the
projects duration.
ATTACHMENTS:
Nil
– END OF REPORT –
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11.4 2016 Emerald Aerodrome Annual Technical Inspection Report
INFORMATION REPORT
Author:

David Voss, Manager Airport

Authorising Officer:

Michelle Webster, General Manager Commercial Services

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The Aerodrome Technical Inspection for Emerald Aerodrome was conducted on 25 and 26 October 2016.
The inspection was conducted in accordance with the requirements set by the Civil Aviation Safety
Authority (CASA) in Civil Aviation Safety Regulations 1998 Part 139 Aerodromes, and the Manual of
Standards Part 139 – Aerodromes. The Aerodrome Technical Inspection is a physical inspection of the
aerodrome’s facilities together with the operational and management protocols that are in place. Its
purpose is to identify any deterioration that could make the aerodrome unsafe for aircraft operations. This
information report has been provided for the Committee's information and outlines recommended actions
suggested for each deficiency identified.
REPORT:
The Inspection report contained 17 recommendations. The recommendations have been listed below with
comments provided by the Manager Airport (MA) besides each recommendation;
Recommendation 1: To continue maintaining all sealed movement areas (comprising of the runways,
taxiways/lanes and aprons for both GA and RPT ACFTs) free from vegetation, cracking, irregularities and
any ruptures such that it remains in a water proof state especially to the aged surfaces such as the
refuelling apron and GA apron / hangar area.
MA: Complete. This has been actioned and is also an ongoing process.
Recommendation 2: To review and/or continue to improve the transverse slopes of any area within the
marked runway strip, along the western edge of THR 15, such that they are not greater than the maximum
3.0% slope permitted in the MOS 139, Section 6.2.22.
MA: Corrective works to be budgeted into the 2017/18 airport budget.
Recommendation 3: To provide and implement a compliant solution to cater for Code B ACFT, weight
restricted to no more 5700kg, to pass via the GA itinerant apron especially as it is required to under certain
operating conditions.
MA: Corrective works have been scoped into the General Aviation mitigation project.
Recommendation 4: To provide a compliant solution to cater for all ACFT, weight restricted to not more
5700kg, to safely passage in and out of the GA apron / hangar area.
MA: Corrective works to be scoped into the General Aviation mitigation project.
Recommendation 5: To provide and implement a compliant solution to cater for Code B ACFT weight
restricted to not more 5700kg, to taxi pass, turn or park within the GA refuelling apron.
MA: Corrective works to be scoped into the General Aviation mitigation project.
Recommendation 6: To continue re-locating / prevent any future ACFT from parking along the entire south
eastern edge (closest side to the GA TWY and RPT apron) of the GA itinerant apron as it renders the area
non-compliant with respect to wing tip clearances.
MA: Corrective works to be scoped into the General Aviation mitigation project.
Recommendation 7: To augment the current markers and markings to the GA hangar area and eastern
GA apron to compliment Recommendation 4, clarify permitted ACFT entry, and allow for more GA ACFT
parking to compliment Recommendation 6.
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MA: Corrective works to be scoped into the General Aviation mitigation project.
Recommendation 8: To ensure that all obstacles on the GA hangar area (hangar doors and/or poles) and
equipment (trailers and/or bins) and either appropriately marked (by parking clearance line and requirement
storage lines), or maintained clear at all times.
MA: To be corrected by airport operations staff.
Recommendation 9: To re-locate the eastern GA apron and its tie-down cables further east on to the
grassed area, and make it longer to cater for excess light ACFT.
MA: Corrective works to be scoped into the General Aviation mitigation project.
Recommendation 10: To provide a centre line, guidelines in / out of the GA TWY C and GA TWY D, and
intermediate holding position to the GA TWY D.
MA: Corrective works to be scoped into the General Aviation mitigation project.
Recommendation 11: To ensure that the marshalling stop line text marked on the RPT apron and the
apron parking position plan is correct with respect to the MOS 139, Section 8.5.16.
MA: Corrective works to be scoped into the General Aviation mitigation project.
Recommendation 12: To conduct a “full field” Emergency Exercise as soon as practical.
MA: Complete. Emergency exercise undertaken in November 2016.
Recommendation 13: To lop or remove two trees (Nos. 32 and 33 as identified in the RWY 06 TKOF
survey results in Appendix A) at the north eastern THR 24 end as they infringe the transitional surface.
MA: To be actioned by 30 March, 2017.
Recommendation 14: To seek CASA's assessment and further advice for the AWIS (obstruction No 32 as
identified in the RWY 24 TKOF survey results in Appendix A) surveyed as / found to be infringe the
transitional OLS.
MA: To be discussed with CASA.
Recommendation 15: To remove the motel sign (obstruction No. 38 as identified in the RWY 24 TKOF
survey results in Appendix A) as it infringes the transitional OLS.
MA: To be actioned by 30 March, 2017.
Recommendation 16: To lop or remove 3 trees (Nos. 4, 5 and 15 as identified in the RWY 15 TKOF
survey results in Appendix A) at the south eastern THR 33 end, to maintain TKOF performance no worse
than that provided in previous years, and remove the transitional OLS infringement (15).
MA: To be actioned by 30 March, 2017.
Recommendation 17: To lop or remove one tree (No. 35 as identified in the RWY 33 TKOF survey results
in Appendix A) at the north western THR 15 end as it infringes the transitional OLS.
MA: To be actioned by 30 March, 2017.
In summary;
Two (2) recommendations have been mitigated.
One (1) recommendation will have a mitigation strategy budgeted into the 2017/18 airport budget.
Eight (8) recommendations relate to the non-conforming General Aviation precinct.
Six (6) recommendations have now become work-in-progress with completion dates assigned.
ATTACHMENTS:
Emerald Aerodrome Inspection 2016
2016 ATI Plan for Corrective Actions
– END OF REPORT –
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CERTIFICATION
The Aerodrome Technical Inspection for Emerald Aerodrome was conducted on the 25th and
26th of October 2016 by Graham Oehlerich and Daniel Holliday.
The inspection was conducted in accordance with the requirements set by the Civil Aviation
Safety Authority (CASA) in Civil Aviation Safety Regulations 1998 Part 139 Aerodromes, and
the Manual of Standards Part 139 – Aerodromes.
The Aerodrome Technical Inspection is a physical inspection of the aerodrome’s facilities
together with the operational and management protocols that are in place. Its purpose is to
identify any deterioration that could make the aerodrome unsafe for aircraft operations.
Remedial action is recommended for each deficiency identified.
This Aerodrome Technical Inspection does not include a technical inspection of the aerodrome's
electrical systems. This report only verifies whether an electrical technical inspection had been
conducted by a qualified electrician.
I meet the requirements of the Civil Aviation Safety Regulation 1998 Part 139, Section 139.240,
Paragraph 2 (a) & (c). In addition, I am a CASA approved Aerodrome Safety Inspector in
accordance with Civil Aviation Safety Regulation 1998 Part 139, Section 139.320.
I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge, and conditional upon rectification of
the indicated deficiencies, the aerodrome facilities and aerodrome equipment meet the
applicable standards for a “Certified” aerodrome.

Graham Oehlerich
B. Engineering - Civil (QUT)
CASA approved Aerodrome Safety Inspector (No. 24)
Director, Aerodrome Operation Support Pty Ltd
8th December 2016

© Aerodrome Operation Support Pty Ltd 2016
DISCLAIMER: The information contained in this document, produced by Aerodrome Operation Support Pty Ltd, is provided solely
for the use of the Client (identified in this document) for the purpose intended and for which it has been prepared. No section or
element of this document may be removed, reproduced, electronically stored and / or transmitted in any form by any third party
without verifiable permission granted from Aerodrome Operation Support Pty Ltd and / or the Client. Aerodrome Operation Support
Pty Ltd undertakes and accepts no further duty to and responsibility for any third party using this document’s information and that
derived thereof. By default, any third party using this document’s information undertakes and accepts complete responsibility for the
information’s use and derivation thereon. The information contained in this document is a true and accurate for the aerodrome at
the time of the inspection only. Aerodrome Operation Support Pty Ltd quality assurance procedures remain in effect for the 12month life of the inspection such that this document may undergo review and changes to reflect truth and accuracy at the time of the
inspection. All rights are reserved.

II
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Central Highlands Regional Council converted the status of Emerald Aerodrome to that of a
“Certified” aerodrome (Certificate 1-7HU2H) on 23rd April 2008.
The Civil Aviation Safety Authority requires the operator of a “Certified” aerodrome to arrange
for an Aerodrome Technical Inspection annually.
The purpose of this inspection is to cover the requirements of an Aerodrome Technical
Inspection. The electrical component is not part of this Aerodrome Technical Inspection. This
report only verifies whether or not an electrical technical inspection had been conducted by a
qualified electrician.
Accept in those areas as identified in the recommendation/s below:


The airport meets the requirements for a “Certified” aerodrome as prescribed in Civil
Aviation Safety Regulations 1998 Part 139 Aerodromes and the promulgated,
Manual of Standards Part 139 – Aerodromes.



The physical characteristics of the airport and its facilities are in compliance with
relevant standards or are adequate for aircraft safety.



Its operating procedures are consistent with that set out in the Aerodrome Manual,
and are appropriate and adequate for the expected level of aircraft activities at the
aerodrome.



Staff are experienced, trained and qualified to conduct the safety related functions of
the aerodrome.



Management is aware of the airport safety functions and can be expected to
continue properly operating the airport.

The onus (Manual of Standards Part 139 – Aerodromes, Section 10.18.1.5) rests with
Management to develop and implement plans for corrective action based on the
recommendations derived from the annual Aerodrome Technical Inspection.
It is the responsibility of Aerodrome Operation Support Pty Ltd to check whether such plans for
corrective action have been completed (refer to Section 11).
The manner, by which the plans for corrective action are developed and implemented, will be
scrutinised and assessed by the Civil Aviation Safety Authority.
The following “ATI Plan for Corrective Actions” table is presented below for possible use and to
summarise the recommendations made within this report:

III
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2016 ATI Plan for Corrective Actions
ATI Recommendations

Corrective Action Planned

By Whom

By When

Outcome

Recommendation 1: To continue maintaining all sealed movement
areas (comprising of the runways, taxiways/lanes and aprons for both
GA and RPT ACFTs) free from vegetation, cracking, irregularities
and any ruptures such that it remains in a water proof state especially
to the aged surfaces such as the refueling apron and GA apron /
hangar area.
Recommendation 2: To review and/or continue to improve the
transverse slopes of any area within the marked runway strip, along
the western edge of THR 15, such that they are not greater than the
maximum 3.0% slope permitted in the MOS 139, Section 6.2.22.
Recommendation 3: To provide and implement a compliant
solution to cater for Code B ACFT, weight restricted to no more
5700kg, to pass via the GA itinerant apron especially as it is required
to under certain operating conditions.
Recommendation 4: To provide a compliant solution to cater for all
ACFT, weight restricted to not more 5700kg, to safely passage in and
out of the GA apron / hangar area.
Recommendation 5: To provide and implement a compliant
solution to cater for Code B ACFT weight restricted to not more
5700kg, to taxi pass, turn or park within the GA refueling apron.
Recommendation 6: To continue re-locating / prevent any future
ACFT from parking along the entire south eastern edge (closest side
to the GA TWY and RPT apron) of the GA itinerant apron as it
renders the area non-compliant with respect to wing tip clearances.
Recommendation 7: To augment the current markers and markings
to the GA hangar area and eastern GA apron to compliment
Recommendation 4, clarify permitted ACFT entry, and allow for more
GA ACFT parking to compliment Recommendation 6.
Recommendation 8: To ensure that all obstacles on the GA hangar
area (hangar doors and/or poles) and equipment (trailers and/or bins)
and either appropriately marked (by parking clearance line and
requirement storage lines), or maintained clear at all times.
Recommendation 9: To re-locate the eastern GA apron and its tiedown cables further east on to the grassed area, and make it longer
to cater for excess light ACFT.
IV
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2016 ATI Plan for Corrective Actions
ATI Recommendations

Corrective Action Planned

By Whom

By When

Outcome

Recommendation 10: To provide a centre line, guidelines in / out of
the GA TWY C and GA TWY D, and intermediate holding position to
the GA TWY D (see diagram in Section 5.2.4 of this report).
Recommendation 11: To ensure that the marshalling stop line text
marked on the RPT apron and the apron parking position plan is
correct with respect to the MOS 139, Section 8.5.16.
Recommendation 12: To conduct a “full field” Emergency Exercise
as soon as practical.
Recommendation 13: To lop or remove two trees (Nos. 32 and 33
as identified in the RWY 06 TKOF survey results in Appendix A) at
the north eastern THR 24 end as they infringe the transitional
surface.
Recommendation 14: To seek CASA's assessment and further
advice for the AWIS (obstruction No 32 as identified in the RWY 24
TKOF survey results in Appendix A) surveyed as / found to be
infringe the transitional OLS.
Recommendation 15: To remove the motel sign (obstruction No. 38
as identified in the RWY 24 TKOF survey results in Appendix A) as it
infringes the transitional OLS.
Recommendation 16: To lop or remove 3 trees (Nos. 4, 5 and 15
as identified in the RWY 15 TKOF survey results in Appendix A) at
the south eastern THR 33 end, to maintain TKOF performance no
worse than that provided in previous years, and remove the
transitional OLS infringement (15).
Recommendation 17: To lop or remove one tree (No. 35 as
identified in the RWY 33 TKOF survey results in Appendix A) at the
north western THR 15 end as it infringes the transitional OLS.

V
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Central Highlands Regional Council converted the status of Emerald Aerodrome to that of a
“Certified” aerodrome (Certificate 1-7HU2H) on 23rd April 2008.
The Civil Aviation Safety Authority, through the Civil Aviation Safety Regulation 1998 Part 139
Aerodromes, stipulates that the operator of a certified aerodrome must arrange for an
Aerodrome Technical Inspection annually.
This inspection covers the requirements of an Aerodrome Technical Inspection as described in
the scope (see Section 1.3) of this report.
1.1

DEFINITIONS

Throughout the report, several aviation specific abbreviated terms and / or acronyms have
been used. These are defined in Appendix B, and from here-on will be used within the
report.
1.2

INSPECTION DATES

Following is the inspection history:


1992 to 2003: Various Aerodrome Technical and Safety Inspection were conducted
by AOSPL in accord to now redundant legislation.



2004 to 2015: An initial and subsequent annual ATI were conducted by AOSPL in
accordance with the requirements of the current CASR 139 and the MOS 139.



October 2016: This annual ATI was conducted by AOSPL in accord with current
standards and regulations.

1.3

SCOPE

The inspection was conducted in accordance with the requirements set by the CASA in
the CASR 139 and the MOS 139. The electrical component of this ATI is not part of this
report. This report only verifies whether or not an electrical technical inspection had been
conducted by a qualified electrician.


CASA requires that, as a minimum, a “Certified” aerodrome conducts an ATI in
accordance with the Table 1 below.
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CASR

Items to be Inspected or Checked

139.230 (2) (a)

Instrument survey of the approach, take-off and
transitional surfaces
- Survey of the approach/take-off surface areas
- Transitional and inner horizontal surfaces
Aerodrome lighting
- Annual check of the electrical reticulation system
- Precision Approach Path Indicator (PAPI)
- Correct luminance of runway edge lights
- AFRU & PAL system
Electrical testing of earthing points
- Test carried out
Movement area pavements and drainage
- Runways
- Taxiways
- Aprons
- Drainage
- Overall airside field areas
Movement area signage
- Visual aids (markings and markers)
- Movement Area Guidance Signs (MAGS)
- Other - non standard
Facilities at the aerodrome used for
- Aerodrome emergencies
- Handling of hazardous materials
- Bird and animal hazard management
- Stand-by and emergency aerodrome lighting
Airside vehicle control
- Access to apron areas
- Access airside in general (including permits)
- Boundary fence and gates
Aeronautical Information Publications (AIP)
- En-Route Supplement Australia (ERSA)
- Runway Distance Supplement (RDS)
- Depart and Approach Procedures (DAP)
- NOTAM
Aerodrome Manual Operating Procedures
- Aerodrome Emergency Plan
- Review of last exercise conducted
- Aerodrome lighting
- Aerodrome reporting
- Unauthorised entry to aerodrome
- Aerodrome serviceability inspections
- Aerodrome technical inspections
- Aerodrome works safety
- Aircraft parking control
- Airside vehicle control
- Bird and animal hazard management
- Obstacle control
- Disabled aircraft removal
- Handling of hazardous materials
- Protection of radar and navigational aids
- Low visibility operations

139.230 (2) (b)

139.230 (2) (c)
139.230 (2) (d)

139.230 (2) (e)

139.230 (2) (f)

139.230 (2) (g)

139.230 (2) (h)
(i)

139.230 (2) (h)
(ii)

Checked

Remark

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

By licensed
electrician
By licensed
electrician

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
None

Not required

TABLE 1: AERODROME TECHNICAL INSPECTION MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
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2.0 GENERAL
2.1

DEVELOPMENT WORKS

In the past 12 months:


The PWI was replaced and re-located.



The secondary wind indicator was obstruction lit. This required the entire set up to
be replaced.



Aside: The property located in the lower south west corner of the aerodrome,
purchased some time back, has been cleared and prepared for possible expansion
use.

In the next 12 months:


The GA aprons / hangars / movement areas will be re-designed, expanded and resealed to a compliant state.

2.2

MAINTENANCE WORK

In the past 12 months:


Crack sealing maintenance was continued to all the sealed movement areas.



The entire runway lighting was upgraded with LED lighting over the 2015/16
financial year.

In the next 12 months:


A 50mm correctional asphalt overlay will occur in 2017 to RWY 06/24.

2.3

AIRCRAFT INCIDENTS

Reported:


Land animal strikes reported:




Non-animal ACFT incidents / accidents reported:




One: On the 5th of October 2016, a recreational GA ACFT crashed due to the
nose wheel collapsing when preforming touch and go exercises on RWY
15/33.

Bird strikes: Several strikes were reported by Council.


2.4

None: No land animal strikes were reported.

Last reported: On the 21st of September 2016, a Qantaslink Q400 struck 2
black kite hawks on departure as witnessed by the duty ARO. The carcasses
were removed by the duty ARO and reported accordingly.

AIRCRAFT ACTIVITY

The following aircraft activities occur at the aerodrome:
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About 32 weekly RPT Qantaslink services by the Dash 8-300 and Dash 8-Q400
aircrafts.



Two weekly closed charter movements are conducted by Alliance Airlines using the
F70/100 ACFT.



Virgin Airlines commenced operations in 2012 using their own ACFT (ATR 72) and
ceased around early 2016.


They now operate under Alliance Airlines to utilise their ACFT (F70).




About 16 movements (in / out) per week are presently occurring.

The ATR 72 operate once a week under Virgin Airlines as a closed charter.



A considerable amount of patient pickups by the RFDS and the Aerial Ambulance.



Agricultural, charter and freight operations.



A large number of private operations.

Passenger numbers:


2014/15: Approximately 220 thousand.



2015/16: Approximately 230 thousand.

2.5

SPECIALIST ACTIVITY

The following reports and / or specialist activities occurred at Emerald Aerodrome in the
past year:


AOSPL conducted the annual ATI in October 2015, and the ensuing report was
available for perusal.



CASA surveillance inspections:


CASA conducted their last inspection at Emerald Aerodrome on the 27-29th of
July 2015 by Daniel Eatock.




7 NCNs (non-compliance notices) were received amongst a number of
Audit Observations.

Electrical Technical Inspection (ETI):


Advance Airport Lighting conducted an ETI on the 3rd of October 2013
including all electrical associated works such as the PAL, AFRU and PAPIs.



No ETI was undertaken in 2014, and an NCN was received by CASA (refer to
Section 3.13 below).



In 2015, the airside lighting was being upgraded and CASA had accepted its
completion complete with a flight check equivalent of Electrical Technical
Inspection.



This 2016, AMS (Aerodrome Management Services P/L) have won the
contract to undertake the ETI, which is scheduled for mid-November.
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3.0 AERODROME LIGHTING
3.1

RUNWAY EDGE LIGHTS

RWY 06/24: PAL activated runway edge lights are provided. The system was checked
using a portable transceiver during this inspection and it functioned correctly, responding
to the frequency published in ERSA (120.60MHz).


In 2013, the power supply to the RWY lighting system was upgraded, which
included the shed that housed the PAALC, RWY, and AFRU systems.



In the 2015/16 financial year, the entire runway lighting was upgraded with LED
lighting. The works was flight checked on the 4th of March 2016 by Mr N.K.
Wettenhall (CASA approved) and ensuing report forwarded to CASA.


The runway side edge lights are spaced 60m apart longitudinally by 32m apart
laterally, and this is correct.



Both thresholds consist of 2 outer green omni-directional lights with 6
red/green bi-directional lights equally spaced in between.


This configuration conforms to the standards required by the MOS 139,
Section 9.10.11.1.

Runway 15/33: No lighting provided.
3.2

CONDITION OF THE RUNWAY LIGHTS

Serviceability: All the lights functioned correctly when activated.
Brightness: The runway edge lights appeared to meet the luminance requirements of
MOS 139, Section 9.10.6.
Cleanliness: The lights were generally clean and in good condition.
Verticality: All lights were reasonably vertically aligned.
3.3

TAXIWAY LIGHTING

Blue taxiway edge lights and two amber holding position lights, either side of the holding
point, are installed on the RPT taxiways (A and B).


They are connected to the PAL system and, when tested, were working correctly.



The other taxiways are not lit.

3.4

APRON FLOODLIGHTS

RPT / main apron (bays 1-6 potentially): Six floodlight poles, each fitted with two to
three lights, are provided on the main apron.


They are connected to the PAL system and, when tested, were working correctly.

Edge lighting: Blue edge lighting is provided to the aprons where taxilanes occur.


They are connected to the PAL system and, when tested, were working correctly.
5
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HELICOPTER LANDING SITE

The HLS (Helicopter Landing Site) is bordered by green LED inset / flush lights.


The lights were installed in the 2015/16 financial year (at the same time as the
runway lighting upgraded).


In the past, white LED inset / flush lights were provided. However, a request
from CareFlight to change the lights to green was made as they were stated
as difficult to see.



The lights are connected to the PAL system and, when tested, were working
correctly.

3.6

PRECISION APPROACH PATH INDICATOR

A single sided (left side of an approaching aircraft) PAPI system is provided for both
approaches to RWY 06/24. The lights are connected to the PAL system.


The system is regularly checked (every 6 months) with the high precision clinometer
provided with the system.


This clinometer was last calibrated on 13th September 2002.



There is nothing to suggest that the clinometer is in need of a service or recalibration.



It was noted that the legs were replaced on the 14th of March 2015 as verified in the
ARO's diary with the units re-calibrated. No calibration data was recorded.



On the 2nd to the 4th of March 2016, the PAPIs were ground surveyed and tested
by Central Western Communication, the to re-affirm their correctness and
serviceability.


In addition, the system was flight checked on the 4th of March 2016 by Mr N.K
Wettenhall (CASA approved) and ensuing report forwarded to CASA.



The checked level readings were recorded as follows:
RWY

PAPI
Box

Required Vertical
Colour Transition
Angle

Initial
Survey

Final
Survey

Adjusted
Clinometer
Final Setting

06

1

2º 30' ± 3'

2º 40' 38"

2º 30' 00"

2º 30' 00"

2

2º 50' ± 3'

2º 48' 00"

2º 51' 21"

2º 50' 00"

3

3º 10' ± 3'

3º 11' 50"

3º 10' 12"

3º 11' 00"

4

3º 30 ± 3'

3º 27' 58"

3º 30' 10"

3º 30' 00"

1

2º 30' ± 3'

2º 33' 10"

2º 30' 13"

2º 30' 00"

2

2º 50' ± 3'

2º 48' 00"

2º 49' 40"

2º 50' 00"

3

3º 10' ± 3'

3º 10' 00"

3º 10' 00"

3º 10' 00"

4

3º 30 ± 3'

3º 36' 16"

3º 31' 08"

3º 30' 00"

24

3.7

PILOT ACTIVATED LIGHTING SYSTEM

The PAL system was tested for serviceability during the evening inspection using a
portable transceiver. It functioned correctly, responding on the lighting frequency
6
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(120.60MHz) advised in ERSA. The lights remained on for 60 minutes after activation and
the primary wind indicator blinked for the last 10 minutes of the cycle.


During daylight hours the PAL system only activates the PAPI and the primary
illuminated wind indicator.

3.8

STAND-BY POWER

Stand-by power is supplied. This back-up power supply is activated automatically on the
failure of the primary power source and provides power to the entire aerodrome lighting
system.


It is test run weekly (for 10 minutes and then 4hrs every other week) and the
logbook confirmed this frequency.

A full set of flares is maintained as a second level backup.


All kerosene flares have been decommissioned.



All emergency flares are now battery operated.

3.9



They are tested every 6 months and replaced every 12 months.



They were found to be serviceable.

AERODROME FREQUENCY RESPONSE UNIT

An AFRU "beep back" owned by the Council is provided. It responded correctly to all
transmissions made on the CTAF 126.7MHz during the inspection.
3.10 HAZARD AND OBSTRUCTION LIGHTS
There are four obstacle hazard lights associated with the aerodrome and its environs.


Two broadcasting masts are hazard marked by day and hazard lit by night. The
masts are correctly published in the ERSA.



The Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) radar is fitted with an obstacle light, and
published in ERSA.



The SRY IWI (secondary illuminated wind indicator) has been obstruction lit in the
2015/16 financial year. It has been published in the ERSA, but requires minor
amendment to include the obstruction light (refer to Section 8).

The Aerodrome Reporting Officer visually checks the hazard lights during the lighting
inspections and Council advises the obstruction owners of any outages.


All of the lights were observed to be working at the time of this inspection.

3.11 AERODROME BEACON
An aerodrome beacon is not provided and nor is one required.
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3.12 WIND DIRECTION INDICATOR LIGHTS
PWI: An illuminated PWI (primary wind indicator) is provided northeast of the RWY
intersection.


It is illuminated with four porta-flood lights that are connected to the PAL system on
frequency 120.60MHz. When tested, they were found to be serviceable.


Assuming that each flood light has a 200W resistance, then 800W of lighting is
provided.



Note that the MOS 139 requires that an IWI (illuminated wind indicator) must
provide the equivalent minimum of 800W (200W per arm) of tungsten filament
lighting that is equally distributed about the windsock.




Hence, if one lighting arm is unserviceable, then the entire IWI is
deemed unserviceable.

The illuminated PWI was re-located near the ARP in the 2015/16 financial year. It
now compliantly locates under the transitional OLS.


Because the PWI has been re-located, and no longer infringes the transitional
surface for RWY 06/24, the note in the ERSA under “Aerodrome Obstacles”
warning of this infringement can be removed (refer to Section 8).

SRY IWI: A SRY IWI (secondary illuminated wind indicator) is situated at the eastern end
of RWY 06/24 on the northern side of the 24 threshold. It was replaced entirely to one
that is illuminated and obstruction lit.


It is illuminated with four porta-flood lights that are connected to the PAL system on
frequency 120.60MHz. When tested, they were found to be serviceable.


Assuming that each flood light has a 200W resistance, then 800W of lighting is
provided.



Note that the MOS 139 requires that an IWI (illuminated wind indicator) must
provide the equivalent minimum of 800W (200W per arm) of tungsten filament
lighting that is equally distributed about the windsock.




Hence, if one lighting arm is unserviceable, then the entire IWI is
deemed unserviceable.

The SRY IWI infringes the transition surface by about 2.7m or 9ft rounded up. It has
been published in the ERSA, but requires minor amendment to include the
obstruction light and increased infringement height, which was installed in the
2015/16 financial year (refer to Section 8).


Note that if the infringement causes further issues, Council will remove the
SRY IWI as the aerodrome has a serviceable AWIS as an alternative.



In addition, Aerodrome Management has stated that CASA have been advised
of this infringement (2003).


Whilst no exemption has been granted, the infringement has been
acknowledged (refer to the excerpt below).
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3.13 LIGHTING AND ELECTRICAL INSPECTION
Electrical Technical Inspection (ETI):


Advance Airport Lighting conducted an ETI on the 3rd of October 2013 including all
electrical associated works such as the PAL, AFRU and PAPIs.



No ETI was undertaken in 2014, and an NCN was received by CASA.


CASA (Mr Danny Eatock) were informed of the pending lighting upgrade
works, which is due for completion in 2015, having received a MOWP.



CASA had agreed to accept that the lighting upgrade works, along with the
final ground and flight checks, when completed, is or will be equivalent of an
ETI.



In 2015, the airside lighting was being upgraded and CASA had accepted its
completion complete with a flight check equivalent of Electrical Technical Inspection.



This 2016, AMS have won the contract to undertake the ETI, which is scheduled for
mid-November.

3.14 EARTHING POINTS
None provided, and none required.
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4.0 MOVEMENT AREA PAVEMENTS AND DRAINAGE
Movement areas include:








Two runways:


Main RWY 06/24.



Cross RWY 15/33.

Four distinct taxiways:


TWY A.



TWY B.



TWY C.



TWY D.

Five less obvious apron related taxiway / taxilanes:


Southern RPT apron taxiway.



Southeast RPT apron taxiway.



Northeast RPT apron taxiway.



GA itinerant apron taxiway.



GA apron / hangar area taxilane.

Seven apron / parking areas:


RPT apron.



Western itinerant apron.



Helicopter landing site.



Refueling apron.



GA itinerant apron.



GA hangar area.



Eastern GA apron.

This section of the report appraises the compliance of the physical pavement with respect to the
MOS 139 by way of a visual inspection of the surface.
It provides a visual assessment of the movement area surfaces' condition from a perspective of
whether or not it is safe for operations.
Recommendations will be made if there are any MOS 139 non-compliances, if further technical
assessment requiring specialist equipment (such as for friction and / or bearing capacity testing)
is needed, safety is compromised by failures, and / or ruptures to the surface that appear to
compromise the bearing capacity of the compacted subgrade.
4.1

RUNWAYS

Two runways are provided at the aerodrome:


Main RWY 06/24.



Cross RWY 15/33.
10
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RWY 06/24

Description: RWY 06/24 is the main runway located about 5km south-southeast of
Emerald Township. The runway is sealed and aligned from southwest to northeast.


Turning nodes to one side (right hand side of approach) of the runway are provided
at each end.

Dimensions: The runway is 1900m long by 30m wide.


Being over 1800m long, it satisfies being classed as Code 4 runway in length.



However, the minimum width requirement for a Code 4 runway is 45m.



The 30m width satisfies the requirements for Code 3C aircraft.

Classification: Code 3 instrument non-precision approach runway.


This is based on the OLS, RWS width and RWY width provided.

Surface Description: The runway consists on a flexible asphalt surface. The central 18m,
except for the first 150m from each threshold, has been grooved at 75mm spacing. In
2014, the traversing hump caused by the subsurface pipe culvert was corrected. The
surface is further discussed below.


Surface failures, seal condition and MOS 139 compliance are discussed in detail
below but can be summarised as.




There are no outstanding surface failures warranting immediate closure of the
movement area.


The seal condition is aged. Cracking continues to occur. They are
being monitored and re-sealed as required. This form of maintenance
appears adequate for now but a more holistic approach for providing a
compliant runway will be required.



Note that Aerodrome Management have stated that a 50mm correctional
asphalt overlay will occur in 2017.

The surface condition remains MOS 139 compliant.

Surface Failures: Failures are associated with excess live loads, excess use /
movements, poor construction, and / or loss of surface and subgrade integrity
compromising design strength associated with a deviation from the design optimum
moisture content. Failures are evidenced by cracking, rutting, corrugation, depression
and shoving of the surface in one or all dimensions. Any rupture to the seal that exposes
the subgrade to variation from optimum moisture content is a surface failure.


Cracking: Cracking throughout the runway has occurred. Although, most have
been crack sealed, new open cracks continue to be observed (see photographs
below).


Council are aware of potential new cracks forming / old sealed cracks reopening, and continue to monitor and crack seal as required.
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Note that cracks are typical of a surface approaching its design life. Some
sections of the runway seal can now be described as brittle (see above
photograph), which is typical of a very aged surface.


Management has begun planning the runway's future treatment, which
will consist of a 50mm correctional asphalt overlay in 2017.

All ruptures of the seal such as from cracking and vegetation outbreaks
through seal must be remedied and restored back to a sealed / water proof
state.
Recommendation 1: To continue maintaining all sealed movement areas (comprising of
the runways, taxiways/lanes and aprons for both GA and RPT ACFTs) free from
vegetation, cracking, irregularities and any ruptures such that it remains in a water proof
state especially to the aged surfaces such as the refueling apron and GA apron / hangar
area.






Rutting: Mild rutting is evident; none of which appears to compromise safety.



Corrugations: No corrugations were observed in the surface.



Depressions / Bird baths: Minor Bird baths have formed at the THR 06 end along
the northern edge of the runway.


They are monitored by management and do not appear to have worsened
from previous years. The undulating ride, resulting from the minor Bird baths
do not appear to affect aircraft safety.



Shoving: No shoving failures were observed.



Other: Several areas of the runway have undergone repairs. All repairs appear
effective and provided a smooth transition.

Seal Condition: The condition of the pavement is assessed by looking for visual signs of
aging. Specifically signs of aging are classified as flushing (bleeding), stripping, raveling
(fretting), polishing and delamination.


Flushing / Bleeding: Flushing is generally not applicable to asphalt surfaces.



Scrubbing: No obvious signs of scrubbing were observed.



Stripping: Occurring as expected for it use, age and type of seal. Surface friction /
wheel traction does not appear compromised.



Raveling: Not yet apparent to the point where the seal is breaking up or away.
12
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Some of the grooves have lost their rectangular cut profile at the surface.



Polishing: Present but at no detriment to safety.



Delamination: No signs of delamination were observed.



Other: No vegetation, ant nests, water pumping stains were observed through the
seal.

Surface Condition: The condition of the movement area is assessed by looking for visual
signs of deterioration.


Cleanliness / FOD: No Foreign Object Debris was observed on the surface.



Pavement texture: The grooving of the runway surface ensures that it meets the
texture requirements of MOS 139, Section 6.2.9.1A.


Some of the grooves along the full length of the runway (particularly in the
touchdown zones) were noted as having lost their original cross-sectional
profile (see photograph below).




This has likely occurred from a combination of events such as the initial
grooving occurring over a low spot and therefore not established a clear
and deep groove pattern, general wear and tear, and sometimes ACFT
tyre rubber build up.



The grooves appear no worse than inspected in previous years and
aerodrome staff regularly monitor these areas and provide maintenance if
required.



Safety does not appear compromised and the drainage via the grooves still
appears effective.

Strength / Pavement classification: The pavement strength is published as PCN
30/F/D/1350(196PSI)/T.


Note that large aircraft, such as the Boeing 737, need to apply for a pavement
concession if they wish to operate into the aerodrome.



Shoulders: No prepared shoulders are provided.



Edge drop off: The drop off from the edge of the seal appeared to be compliant
(less than 25mm).



Rideability: When traversed at high speed in a conventional vehicle, the rideability
was assessed as good.



Slopes: All transverse and longitudinal RWY slopes appeared compliant.



Drainage: The shape of the runway appears to provide adequate drainage.

Runway Strip:


Dimensions: Dimensions are 2020m long by 150m wide. It has been graded and
correctly marked at 150m.
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Surface: The surface is uniformly graded to meet current standards except where
further discussed below.



Slopes: All transverse and longitudinal RWS slopes appear compliant.



Drainage: Overall the drainage associated with the RWS appeared adequate.



Cleanliness / FOD: Any object such as large tufts of grass, rocks, ant nest and so
on greater than 50mm diameter renders that area as unserviceable requiring
immediate remediation.





Large loose stones: No non-compliances observed.



Ant nests: No non-compliances observed.



Rills: No non-compliances observed.



Tufts of grass: No non-compliances observed.

Holes / Cracks / Depressions: With respect to holes / cracks / depressions such as
from erosion or slasher wheel ruts within the RWS, that section of the RWS is
deemed non-compliant if they are greater than 75mm in any dimension.




Dry weather cracks: No obvious dry weather cracks were observed within the
marked RWS.


In the past, dry weather cracks have been observed under drought
conditions due to the black soil presence toward the western end.



Aerodrome Management continues to monitor the RWS, filling and/or
dragging any openings that occur such that they remain closed.



Holes: No non-compliances observed.



Wheel ruts: No non-compliances observed.



Erosion: No non-compliances observed.



Other: None.

Rideability: When tested, the rideability was assessed as adequate.

Clearway: A clearway of 60m is provided at each end of the runway within the marked
runway strip. Both meet the required standards.
Stopways: Not provided.
RESA: 90m of RESA is available at each end of the runway. This incorporates 60m
within the marked clearway (30m of which is sealed blast area and 30m of cleared ground
beyond the clearways).


These dimensions meet the standards of old, required for RPT jet aircraft
operations, and remain applicable under the current MOS 139 so long as the
runway is not upgraded or extended.



There is insufficient room at either end of the runway to conform to the current MOS
139 preferred RESA standards should they be enforced.

4.1.2

RWY 15/33

Description: RWY 15/33 is the cross runway to RWY 06/24.
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Dimensions: The runway is 926m long by 18m wide.


Being over 800m long, it satisfies being classed as Code 2 runway in length.



However, the minimum width requirement for a Code 2 runway is 23m.



The 18m width satisfies the requirements for Code 1B aircraft.

Classification: Code 1 instrument non-instrument approach runway.


This is based on the RWY width provided.



Note that although the RWY 15/33 is published as a Code 1 RWY in the RDS, the
OLS has been assessed to meet the full requirements of a Code 2 non-instrument
approach runway for its defined runway strip dimensions.

Surface Description: The runway consists on a partly chip sealed (640m long by 18m
wide) flexible surface at the north-western THR 15 end. The sealed section continues to
adjoin with a small asphalt section which intersects with RWY 06/24 and continues about
35m into the other side (south-east) before switching to a compacted natural red gravelled
surface. In addition, a sealed turning node is provided on the right hand side of approach
to THR 15. The surfaces are further discussed below.


Surface failures, seal condition and MOS 139 compliance are discussed in detail
below but can be summarised as.


There are no outstanding surface failures warranting immediate closure of the
movement area.



The surface condition remains MOS 139 compliant.

Surface Failures:


Cracking:


Gravel surface: No dry weather cracking was observed to the gravel portion
of the runway.



Sealed surface: Cracks were observed to the sealed portion of the runway
(see photographs below).


The cracks are generally hairline in appearance and most observed had
been filled as part of routine maintenance. Aerodrome Management
should continue to identify all new ruptures / cracks to the seal and
restore them back to a sealed / water proof state (refer to
Recommendation 1).



Rutting: Mild rutting is evident to both surfaces; none of which compromise safety.



Corrugations: No corrugations were observed to both surfaces.



Depressions / Bird baths: No obvious Bird baths were observed to both surfaces.
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Shoving: No shoving failures were observed to both surfaces.



Other: The transition from gravel to seal was quite smooth and easily met the
required standard.

Seal Condition:


Flushing / Bleeding: No visual signs of flushing leading to bleeding were observed
to the sealed portion.



Scrubbing: No obvious signs of scrubbing were observed.



Stripping: Stripping is occurring as expected for general wear and tear.


No loose aggregate is evident about the surface. Surface friction / wheel
traction does not appear compromised.



Raveling: No visual signs of the surface unraveling was observed.



Polishing: Polishing is occurring as expected for general wear and tear, and not
presently a safety issue.



Delamination: None observed.



Other: No vegetation, ant nests, water pumping stains were observed through the
seal.

Surface Condition:


Cleanliness / FOD: No Foreign Object Debris and loose aggregate / stones were
observed on the runway.



Surface / Pavement texture:


Gravel surface: The gravel surface appears acceptably graded and roller
compacted for ACFT operations.



Sealed surface: The sealed runway surface appears to meet the texture
requirements of MOS 139, Section 6.2.9.1A. Adequate frictional properties
remain typically inherent for a bitumen seal.



Strength / Pavement classification: This runway is suitable for aircraft up to 5700kg
MAUM as published in ERSA.



Shoulders:


Gravel surface: The graded and roller compacted gravel surface of the RWY
overlaps past its RWY edge markers; equivalent of 3m prepared shoulders.



Sealed surface: Gravel shoulders, about 5m wide, are provided. These were
in adequate condition.


Note that the runway was originally prepared with 30m of gravel width
but has since been sealed to the north-west end and published as 18m.



Edge drop off: The drop off from the edge of the sealed portion of the runway to the
shoulders appeared to be less than maximum 25mm permitted by the MOS 139.



Rideability: When traversed at high speed in a conventional vehicle, the rideability
was assessed as good.



Slopes: All transverse and longitudinal RWY slopes appear compliant.



Drainage: The shape of the RWY appears to provide adequate drainage.
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Runway Strip:


Dimensions: Dimensions are 1046m long, marked and graded to 90m wide.



Surface: The surface was reasonably well graded to meet current standards except
where further discussed below. The grass cover was maintained at an acceptable
height.



Slopes: For the most part, all transverse and longitudinal slopes appear compliant.


The transverse slope along a small section on the western edge of THR 15
appears to be greater than that permitted in the MOS 139 (see photograph
below for rough location).



AOSPL measured the slope at between 7% and 8% many years ago. The
MOS 139, Section 6.2.22 allows for a maximum slope in the graded portion of
the runway strip of 3.0%.



Aerodrome Management have been aware of this for many years and have
stated that in the 2013/14 financial year, both sides of the RWS at the north
western THR 15 end were re-graded.


Note that some of the transverse slopes still appear to be greater than
the maximum 3.0% slope permitted in the MOS 139.

Aerodrome Management has stated this 2016 that the transverse slopes
are under review for potential re-grading. Hence, the recommendation
from last year will remain.
Recommendation 2: To review and/or continue to improve the transverse slopes of any
area within the marked runway strip, along the western edge of THR 15, such that they
are not greater than the maximum 3.0% slope permitted in the MOS 139, Section 6.2.22.






Drainage: Rainfall runoff appears to acceptably drain off the runway strip surface.



Cleanliness / FOD:







Large loose stones: No non-compliances observed.



Ant nests: No non-compliances observed.



Rills: No non-compliances observed.



Tufts of grass: No non-compliances observed.

Holes / Cracks / Depressions:


Dry weather cracks: No non-compliances observed.



Holes: No non-compliances observed.



Wheel ruts: No non-compliances observed.



Erosion: No non-compliances observed.

Rideability: Overall the rideability of the runway strip was adequate.

Clearway: 60m is provided at each end of the runway within the marked runway strip.
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Stopways: Not provided.
RESA: RESA is not required for a Code 2 runway.
4.2

TAXIWAYS

There are at least 9 identified taxiways / taxilanes present at the aerodrome.




Five distinct taxiways:


TWY A.



TWY B.



TWY C.



TWY D.

Five less distinct taxiways / taxilanes
(outlined as yellow dashed lines in the
adjacent diagram):


Southern RPT apron taxiway.



Southeast RPT apron taxiway.



Northeast RPT apron taxiway.



GA itinerant apron taxiway.



GA apron / hangar area taxilane.

4.2.1

RPT TWY A

Description: TWY A is one of two taxiways capable of servicing the larger RPT aircraft. It
is the westernmost TWY that connects the main runway to the RPT apron directly.
Dimensions: TWY A is marked and sealed to 18m wide. In addition, it has at least 3.5m
of sealed shoulders.
Classification: TWY is Code C ACFT compliant and capable of servicing jet propelled
ACFT.
Surface Description: The TWY consists on a flexible asphalt surface, which was
constructed in the 2012/13 financial year. Overall, its present condition remains excellent
and further discussed below.


Surface failures, seal condition and MOS 139 compliance are discussed in detail
below but can be summarised as.


There are no outstanding surface failures warranting immediate closure of the
movement area.



The surface condition remains MOS 139 compliant.

Surface Failures:


Cracking: No visual signs of cracking were observed.



Rutting: No visual signs of rutting were observed in the surface.
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Corrugations: No corrugations were observed in the surface.



Depressions / Bird baths: No depressions which would affect the safety of aircraft
were observed in the surface.



Shoving: No shoving failures were observed.



Other: None observed.

Seal Condition:


Flushing / Bleeding: None observed; generally, not applicable to asphalts surfaces.



Stripping: No visual signs of stripping were observed.



Raveling: No visual signs of raveling were observed.



Polishing: No visual signs of polishing were observed.



Delamination: No visual signs of delamination were observed.



Other: No vegetation, ant nests, water pumping stains were observed through the
seal.

Surface Condition:


Cleanliness / FOD: No FOD (foreign object debris) was observed on the surface.



Pavement texture: The asphalt surface of the taxiway appears to provide good
frictional characteristics for ACFT taxiing speeds.



Strength / Pavement classification: There was nothing to indicate that the strength
of the taxiway was anything less than that of RWY 06/24 and/or current aircraft
operations.



Shoulders: 3.5m sealed shoulders are provided making them compliant to service
jet ACFT.



Edge drop off: The drop off from the edge of the seal appeared to be less than
maximum 25mm permitted by the MOS 139.



Rideability: The rideability was assessed compliant for taxiing purposes.



Slopes: All transverse and longitudinal slopes appeared compliant.



Drainage: Drainage appeared adequate for the constructed profile.

Taxiway Strip:


Dimensions:


Graded Width: A 25m graded width has been provided as required for Code
C ACFT.



Ungraded width: A total width of 52m is provided as required for Code C
ACFT.



Surface: The taxiway strip comprised of uniformly maintained grass surface.



Slopes: The transverse slope of the graded portion of the taxiway strip meets the
MOS 139 requirements.



Drainage: Rainfall runoff / drainage appeared adequate and linked up with larger
drains acceptably.
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Drainage head works and v-drains were an appropriate distance outside of the
graded TWS.

Cleanliness / FOD:


Large loose stones: No non-compliances observed.



Ant nests: No non-compliances observed.



Rills: No non-compliances observed.



Tufts of grass: No non-compliances observed.

Holes / Cracks / Depressions:


Holes / Depressions: Non non-compliances observed.



Wheel ruts: No non-compliances observed.



Erosion: No non-compliances observed.



Dry weather cracks: No non-compliances observed.

Rideability:
standards.

4.2.2

The ride provided by the taxiway strip was smooth and met the

RPT TWY B

Description: TWY B is the original RPT TWY which connects the main RWY directly to
the RPT apron.
Dimensions: The taxiway is 23m wide with no shoulders.


The TWY was widened to 23m in 2007 to accommodate Code D ACFT.

Classification:


Code D propeller ACFT compliant.



Code C jet ACFT with a wheelbase <18m compliant.

Surface Description: The taxiway consists on a flexible asphalt surface and is of a similar
age to the main runway 06/24. In 2004, the TWY was widened to 23m to accommodate
Code D ACFT. Overall, its present condition remains good and further discussed below.


Surface failures, seal condition and MOS 139 compliance are discussed in detail
below but can be summarised as.


There are no outstanding surface failures warranting immediate closure of the
movement area.



The surface condition remains MOS 139 compliant.

Surface Failures:


Cracking: No open cracks were observed.


In the past, opening / cracks have been observed along the construction joints
(where the TWY was widened). The joints have been sealed to prevent the
ingress of water into the subgrade below.



Rutting: Mild rutting is evident; none of which compromise safety.



Corrugations: No corrugations were observed in the surface.
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Depressions / Bird baths: Mild undulations are evident. No significant depressions
(‘bird baths’) deformations warranting remediation was observed.



Shoving: No shoving failures were observed.



Other: The construction joints where the TWY was widened are appropriately crack
sealed and provide a smooth transition.

Seal Condition:


Flushing: No visual signs flushing / bleeding were observed.



Stripping: No visual signs of stripping were observed.



Raveling: No visual signs of raveling were observed.



Polishing: No visual signs of polishing were observed.



Delamination: No visual signs of delamination were observed.



Other: No vegetation, ant nests, water pumping stains were observed through the
seal.

Surface Condition:


Cleanliness / FOD: No FOD (foreign object debris) was observed on the surface.



Pavement texture: The asphalt surface of the taxiway appears to provide good
frictional characteristics for taxiing speeds.



Strength / Pavement classification: There was nothing to indicate that the strength
of the taxiway was anything less than that of RWY 06/24 and/or current aircraft
operations.



Shoulders: No prepared shoulders are provided.



Edge drop off: The drop off from the edge of the seal appeared to be less than
maximum 25mm permitted by the MOS 139.



Rideability: The rideability was assessed compliant for taxiing purposes.



Slopes: All transverse and longitudinal slopes appeared compliant.



Drainage: Drainage appeared adequate for the constructed profile.

Taxiway Strip:


Dimensions:


Graded Width: A 38m graded width has been provided as required for Code
D ACFT.



Ungraded width: A total width of 81m is provided as required for Code D
ACFT.



Surface: The grass surface was neat, short, clear and safe except where further
discussed below.



Slopes: The transverse slope of the graded portion of the taxiway strip meets the
MOS 139 requirements.



Drainage: The taxiway strip profile appeared provide adequate drainage.


Headwalls are correctly located outside of the minimum graded portion of a
Code D TWS.
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Cleanliness / FOD:


Large loose stones: No non-compliances observed.



Ant nests: No non-compliances observed.



Rills: No non-compliances observed.



Tufts of grass: No non-compliances observed.

Holes / Cracks / Depressions:


Holes / Depressions: Non non-compliances observed.



Wheel ruts: No non-compliances observed.



Erosion: No non-compliances observed.



Dry weather cracks: No non-compliances observed.

Rideability:
standards.

4.2.3

The ride provided by the taxiway strip was smooth and met the

TWY C

Description: TWY C is the main GA TWY. It provides access from the cross RWY 15/33
to the GA itinerant apron and RPT apron.
Dimensions: The taxiway is 15m wide with no shoulders.
Classification:


Code B propeller ACFT compliant.



Code C propeller ACFT with a wheelbase <18m compliant.



Weight restricted to ACFT <5700kg.

Surface Description: The taxiway consists on an older bitumen / chip seal surface of
unknown age.


Surface failures, seal condition and MOS 139 compliance are discussed in detail
below but can be summarised as.


There are no outstanding surface failures warranting immediate closure of the
movement area.




Cracking, stripping, unravelling and exposed aggregate can now be
observed.

Generally, the surface condition remains MOS 139 compliant.


Note, when providing a sealed pavement, the surface is meant to be
water tight and maintained as such.



Hence, in its present condition, general maintenance needs to be
applied (refer to Recommendation 1).



Note that Aerodrome Management has stated (during this 2016 ATI) that
the GA aprons / hangars / movement areas will be re-designed,
expanded and re-sealed to a compliant state in 2017.
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Surface Failures:


Cracking: Fine cracks are observed throughout the taxiway and along repair joints
(see photographs below).


Aerodrome Management should continue to identify all new ruptures / cracks
to the seal and restore them back to a sealed / water proof state (see
Recommendation 1 above).



Rutting: Mild rutting is evident; none of which compromise safety.



Corrugations: No corrugations were observed in the surface.



Depressions / Bird baths: Several small to medium bird baths were observed; all of
a relatively shallow nature.


They are monitored and do not appear to have worsened. The undulating ride
resulting from the depressions do not appear to affect aircraft safety.



Shoving: No shoving failures were observed.



Other: Cracks were observed along past repair joints (see photograph below).


Any rupture to the sealed surface should be re-sealed as soon as practical to
prevent moisture content fluctuation within the design subgrade (see
Recommendation 1 above).

Seal Condition:


Flushing / Bleeding: Apparent to some areas and not considered to be a risk to
ACFT.



Stripping: Stripping has occurred, which is inevitable given the age of the surface
(see photograph below).


Although ACFT safety does not appear compromised, Aerodrome
management should repair any stripping to the surface where subgrade is
exposed (refer to Recommendation 1).
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Raveling: In isolated areas where the surface has heavily stripped, the surface is
also arguably beginning to unravel (see above photograph).


Although ACFT safety does not appear compromised, Aerodrome
management should repair any unraveling to the surface where subgrade is
exposed (refer to Recommendation 1).



Polishing: Polishing has occurred, which is inevitable given the age of the surface.
ACFT safety does not appear compromised.



Delamination: None observed.



Vegetation outbreaks: Outbreaks of vegetation were observed to the surface. They
are generally occurring along the joins of past patch repairs and unsealed cracks.


All vegetation should be poisoned, chipped away, and re-sealed to prevent
moisture content fluctuation within the design subgrade (see Recommendation
1 above).

Surface Condition:


Cleanliness / FOD: The taxiway's sealed surface was clear of loose material and /
or FOD (foreign object debris).



Pavement texture: The chip sealed surface of the taxiway appears to provide good
frictional characteristics for its intended purpose.



Strength / Pavement classification: There was nothing to indicate that the strength
of the surface was not adequate for current aircraft operations.




The surface is weight restricted to ACFT <5700kg.

Shoulders: No prepared shoulders are provided.


Note that shoulders are not required for propeller powered ACFT.



Edge drop off: The drop off from the edge of the seal appeared to be compliant
(less than 25mm).



Rideability: When traversed at taxiing speeds in a conventional vehicle, the
rideability was assessed as good.



Slopes: All transverse and longitudinal slopes appeared compliant with the MOS
139.



Drainage: The TWY demonstrated adequate shape or profile to allow drainage to
acceptable occur.

Taxiway Strip:


Dimensions:


Graded Width: A 25m graded width has been provided as required for Code
C ACFT.



Ungraded width: A total width of 52m is provided as required for Code C
ACFT.



Surface: The taxiway strip has an even grassed surface which was quite smooth
and met the standards for grass height, rideability and grade.



Slopes: The transverse slopes of the graded portion of the taxiway strip meet the
MOS 139 requirements.
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Drainage: Drainage of the TWS appears adequate and is linked with natural fall and
runoff.



Cleanliness / FOD:







Large loose stones: No non-compliances observed.



Ant nests: No non-compliances observed.



Rills: No non-compliances observed.



Tufts of grass: No non-compliances observed.

Holes / Cracks / Depressions:


Holes / Depressions: Non non-compliances observed.



Wheel ruts: No non-compliances observed.



Erosion: No non-compliances observed.



Dry weather cracks: No non-compliances observed.

Rideability:
standards.

4.2.4

The ride provided by the taxiway strip was smooth and met the

TWY D

Description: TWY D provides access from the GA TWY C to the GA itinerant apron. It is
relatively short; long enough to clear the TWS width requirements of TWY C.
Dimensions: The taxiway is 15m wide with no shoulders.
Classification:


Code B propeller ACFT compliant.



Code C propeller ACFT with a wheelbase <18m compliant.



Weight restricted to ACFT <5700kg.

Surface Description: Similar to TWY C, the taxiway consists on an older bitumen / chip
sealed surface of unknown age.


Surface failures, seal condition and MOS 139 compliance are discussed in detail
below but can be summarised as.


There are no outstanding surface failures warranting immediate closure of the
movement area.




Cracking, stripping, unravelling and exposed aggregate can now be
observed.

Generally, the surface condition remains MOS 139 compliant.


Note, when providing a sealed pavement, the surface is meant to be
water tight and maintained as such.



Hence, in its present condition, general maintenance needs to be
applied (refer to Recommendation 1).



Note that Aerodrome Management has stated (during this 2016 ATI) that
the GA aprons / hangars / movement areas will be re-designed,
expanded and re-sealed to a compliant state in 2017.
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Surface Failures: As described for TWY C unless otherwise further discussed (see
Section 4.2.3 above).
Seal Condition: As described for TWY C unless otherwise further discussed (see Section
4.2.3 above).
Surface Condition: As described for TWY C unless otherwise further discussed (see
Section 4.2.3 above).
Taxiway Strip: As described for TWY C unless otherwise further discussed (see Section
4.2.3 above).
4.2.5

RPT APRON TAXIWAY CONNECTING TWY A AND TWY B

Description: This RPT apron TWY is located on / adjoining the RPT apron along the
southern boundary. It connects TWYs A and B and allows access to the RPT parking
bays 3, 4, 5, and the western itinerant apron.
Dimensions: The TWY dimensions show the following:


18m wide TWY.



3.5m sealed shoulders.

Classification: Code C jet propelled ACFT compliant.
Surface Description: TWY has an asphalt surface constructed in the 2012/13 financial
year. Overall, its present condition is excellent.


Surface failures, seal condition and MOS 139 compliance are discussed in detail
below but can be summarised as.


There are no outstanding surface failures warranting immediate closure of the
movement area.



The surface condition remains MOS 139 compliant.

Surface Failures: As described for TWY A unless otherwise further discussed (see
Section 4.2.1 above).
Seal Condition: As described for TWY A unless otherwise further discussed (see Section
4.2.1 above).
Surface Condition: As described for TWY A unless otherwise further discussed (see
Section 4.2.1 above).
Taxiway Strip: As described for TWY A unless otherwise further discussed (see Section
4.2.1 above).
4.2.6

RPT APRON TAXIWAY CONNECTING TWY B AND TWY C

Description: Based on the sealed pavement physical connections, this is an RPT apron
TWY that is located on / adjoining the RPT apron along the south-eastern boundary. It
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connects TWYs B and C, and allows access to RPT parking bays 1, 2, and the GA
refueling apron.




However, based on line marking, all taxiing markings are dedicated to parking
aircraft into bays 1 and 2.


There is no taxiway centre line connecting to the GA TWY C, and no
encouraged line marking to access the refueling apron.



In addition, the entire area was SRA declared under the TSP.



Hence, based on the line markings, this movement area is marked as a
taxilane dedicated to RPT parking bays 1 and 2.

Note that regardless of the present line markings, a physically sealed surface exists
that would encourage use of this area as a taxiway, and CASA may stipulate further
compliance with the MOS 139. Operations are examined closer below.

Dimensions:






Based on the nose wheel guidelines leading into RPT parking bays 1 and 2, and the
apron parking position design, the area was compliant for Code C jet propelled RPT
ACFT.


Note that if this movement area was deemed a TWY by CASA, then 3.5m
sealed shoulders along the south eastern edge would be required for jet
operations.



Overall, the nose wheel guide lines provided were designed compliant as a
Code C taxilane operating within an apron.

Within certain times of the day's operation, as dictated within the TSP, GA ACFT are
permitted into the SRA. In such cases, the RPT apron to the southeast connecting
TWY B to TWY C:


Operates unrestricted and self-regulated about RPT parking bays 1 and 2
when the bays are free. Under this situation, room is more than adequate for
all GA ACFT to taxi to the refueling apron and / or GA TWY C.



Operates as a Code B compliant taxiway between TWY B to TWY C when
RPT parking bay 2 is being utilised, and GA ACFT accidently exit the runway
via TWY A or B. This is based on the dimensions available between the nose
wheel guide line for RPT parking bay 1 and the parking clearance line to the
northwest and edge line to the southeast.

Note, if either RPT parking bays 1 or 2 is used, then GA ACFT are not permitted
within the area, that is, the SRA. If RPT parking bay 1 is utilised, it is not physically
compliant to taxi from TWY B to C, C to B, and TWY B or C to the refueling apron.

Classification:


Compliant for a Code C jet ACFT to RPT parking bay 2.



Compliant for a Code C jet ACFT to RPT parking bay 1, if it is deemed that the
south eastern edge of the apron is not a TWY but instead simply parking bay nose
wheel guidelines within an apron.



With any RPT ACFT parked in bays 1 or 2, GA ACFT are not permitted into the
entire area / SRA. Having said that, should a GA ACFT mistakenly stray into the
RPT apron while in use:
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If RPT parking bay 1 only is used, then it is physically MOS 139 non-compliant
for any GA ACFT to operate into the refueling apron or into GA TWY C as
physical separations cannot be met.



If only RPT parking bay 2 is utilised, then Code B ACFT may compliantly taxi
along the south eastern edge and divert into the refueling apron and / or GA
TWC C.

Surface Description: A sealed asphalt surface is provided, constructed at the same time
as the main runway and TWY B around 2006/2007.


Surface failures, seal condition and MOS 139 compliance are discussed in detail
below but can be summarised as.


There are no outstanding surface failures warranting immediate closure of the
movement area.



The surface condition remains MOS 139 compliant.

Surface Failures: As described for TWY B unless otherwise further discussed (see
Section 4.2.2 above).
Seal Condition: As described for TWY B unless otherwise further discussed (see Section
4.2.2 above).
Surface Condition: As described for TWY B unless otherwise further discussed (see
Section 4.2.2 above).
Taxiway Strip: As described for TWY B unless otherwise further discussed (see Section
4.2.2 above).


Not applicable when utilised as nose wheel guideline for RPT ACFT parking
purposes.



If utilised as a Code B taxiway, then a compliant Code B TWS is provided (25m
graded width within and overall width of 43m).

4.2.7

RPT APRON TO REFUELING APRON TAXIWAY

Description: This taxiway is an implied taxiway / taxilane contained within the RPT apron
generally along the north eastern edge.


The taxi movement area is unmarked but is utilised as such.

Dimensions: The available space is more than adequate when utilised as intended. That
is, adequate when no RPT ACFT is parked to RPT parking bay 1 (as a minimum) and bay
2 by TSP rules.
Classification: Compliant for all GA operations up to Code B ACFT <5700kg in mass,
which is the limit of the refueling apron.
Surface Description: The surface is asphalt that was constructed at the same time as the
main runway and TWY B (estimated around 2006/2007).


Surface failures, seal condition and MOS 139 compliance are discussed in detail
below but can be summarised as.
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There are no outstanding surface failures warranting immediate closure of the
movement area.



The surface condition remains MOS 139 compliant.

Surface Failures: As described for TWY B unless otherwise further discussed (see
Section 4.2.2 above).
Seal Condition: As described for TWY B unless otherwise further discussed (see Section
4.2.2 above).
Surface Condition: As described for TWY B unless otherwise further discussed (see
Section 4.2.2 above).
Taxiway Strip: Note that there is no dedicated centre line to gauge TWS conformance.
However, generally there is ample graded area provided if applicable or required.
4.2.8

GA ITINERANT APRON TAXIWAY

Description: This taxiway is generally located on the southern side of the GA itinerant
apron. It appears as a taxilane but because it links up or it is a thoroughfare to the
refueling apron and the GA hangar areas from TWY D, it must be classed as a taxiway
(by the definitions provided within the MOS 139) and conform as such.
Dimensions: The GA itinerant apron is accessed via either TWY D from one side or the
refueling apron / GA hangar area to the other side. Code B ACFT but limited to a MTOW
of 5700kg can and do enter this area. The area must accept all GA operations when the
RPT apron parking bays 1 and / or 2 are utilised under the TSP rules. There are no
maximum wing span restrictions. Regardless of any restrictions, the taxiing movement
area within the apron must be compliant as specified for a Code B taxiway by way
definition within the MOS 139.


The dimensions of the apron and taxiway within do not permit the provision of a
compliant Code B taxiway; requiring a 43m wide taxiway strip.



At best, if ACFT are parked along the northern edge of the apron, then an
unrestricted Code B taxilane may occur along the southern edge as suggested in
previous ATI reports.



However, it is not operated as such. This is mainly due to ACFT numbers
exceeding ACFT provided parking positions, and the fact that ACFT are permitted to
park / reside along the southern edge of the apron.


Aircraft permitted to park along the southern edge of the GA itinerant apron
renders taxiing movement through the apron as being MOS 139 noncompliant with respect to satisfying safe separation distances between ACFT
and obstacles. Neither a unrestricted Code A taxiway or Code B taxilane can
be provided.

Classification: With the TSP implemented, with increased frequency of GA ACFT and
general increased size of GA ACFT possibly utilising the area, the taxiway does not safely
cater for any ACFT.


This taxiway should be a compliant Code B taxiway. It presently does not even
satisfy an unrestricted Code A taxilane.


As a minimum, it should be compliant as a Code B taxilane.
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For management's consideration, Council may present the argument that they are
compliant under Section 8.5.1.2 of the MOS 139.




Emerald, October 2016

However, with wingtip clearances not being met, the taxilane / taxiway through
the GA itinerant apron is not compliant with respect to Section 8.5.1.3 of the
MOS 139.

Although Council has addressed the above issues within their Emerald Airport
Master Plan 2013, a solution for the non-compliances have not been applied.


In 2016, Aerodrome Management had engaged with GHD (engineering
consultant) to re-design, expand and re-seal the GA aprons / hangars /
movement areas such that they would be in a fully compliant state.


At the time of this 2016 ATI, preliminary designs had presented to
Aerodrome Management for their perusal and/or approval.

Aerodrome Management has stated that the re-design, expansion and
re-seal of the GA areas is anticipated to occur in 2017. Until such time,
the recommendation from last year will remain.
Recommendation 3: To provide and implement a compliant solution to cater for Code B
ACFT, weight restricted to no more 5700kg, to pass via the GA itinerant apron especially
as it is required to under certain operating conditions.




Surface Description: Similar to TWY C and TWY D, the taxiway consists on an older
bitumen / chip sealed surface of unknown age.


Surface failures, seal condition and MOS 139 compliance are discussed in detail
below but can be summarised as.


There are no outstanding surface failures warranting immediate closure of the
movement area.




Cracking, vegetation outbreaks, stripping, unravelling and exposed
aggregate can now be observed.

Generally, the surface condition remains MOS 139 compliant.


Note, when providing a sealed pavement, the surface is meant to be
water tight and maintained as such.



Hence, in its present condition, general maintenance needs to be
applied (refer to Recommendation 1).



As mentioned above, Aerodrome Management has stated (during this
2016 ATI) that the GA aprons / hangars / movement areas will be redesigned, expanded and re-sealed to a compliant state in 2017.

Surface Failures: As described for TWY C and TWY D unless otherwise further discussed
(see Section 4.2.3 and Section 4.2.4 respectively above).
Seal Condition: As described for TWY C and TWY D unless otherwise further discussed
(see Section 4.2.3 and Section 4.2.4 respectively above).
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Surface Condition: As described for TWY C and TWY D unless otherwise further
discussed (see Section 4.2.3 and Section 4.2.4 respectively above).
Taxiway Strip: Even though a TWS is required for provision under strict adherence to the
MOS 139, a TWS cannot physically be provided and has therefore not been assessed.
4.2.9

GA APRON / HANGER AREA TAXILANE

Description: Access to the GA apron / hangar area, which includes the eastern GA apron,
occurs via a taxilane. It may be classed as a taxilane because its only purpose is to bring
ACFT to parked position (hangar or apron) via a one way in / one way out scenario.


Note that the taxilane provided does not track parallel with the hangar / lease
boundaries. It is skewed. This needs to be rectified when next re-sealed / reinstated to avoid any confusion of clear and safe boundaries to adhere to.

Dimensions: The critical dimension is the taxilanes provided width. This was identified as
a significant issue in the 2012 ATI and remains so until a properly designed solution is
implemented.


The critical width occurs at the entrance to the entire area. In theory, it is the
distance between a hangar's lease line and physical ACFT parked on the eastern
GA hangar (dictated by the location of a set of tie-down cables).



Since 2012, Council have instructed GA pilot to park at the extreme edge of the
eastern GA apron only utilising one tie-down cable. The impact of this is about 1.5m
of additional width gained for safe taxilane passage.



The clear opening or taxilane width now available is about 22m.


This is not Code A ACFT taxilane compliant as a 24m width is specified
required by the MOS 139.



In addition, Code 1B ACFT (such as the Beechcraft B200 Kingair) are known
to utilise this area. Hence, a 33m wide taxilane should be provided to future
proof this area's possible operations.



With 3m wing tip clearances required, the maximum wing span ACFT
permitted into the area is 16m (=22m-3m-3m). This would only be acceptable
if discrete parking areas were clearly marked, a centre line / nose wheel
guideline was provided, the entrance was wing span restricted, and CASA
approves the line marking alternative solution.


Note that even if all the above were satisfied, the B200 (about a 17m
wingspan) would require 23m (=17m+3m+3m) of guaranteed clear
width.

Classification: The taxilane is not compliant to cater for any ACFT without guaranteeing
discrete line markings and CASA approval but safe for light GA ACFT as deduced. When
originally built, the frequency / intensity of use within the facility was mild and only utilised
light GA ACFT. Overtime, the conditions of use have changed to now warrant attention.


This taxiway should be a compliant Code B taxilane.



It presently does not even satisfy an unrestricted Code A taxilane.
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In 2016, Aerodrome Management had engaged with GHD (engineering consultant)
to re-design, expand and re-seal the GA aprons / hangars / movement areas such
that they would be in a fully compliant state.


At the time of this 2016 ATI, preliminary designs had presented to Aerodrome
Management for their perusal and/or approval.

Aerodrome Management has stated that the re-design, expansion and re-seal
of the GA areas is anticipated to occur in 2017. Until such time, the
recommendation from last year will remain.
Recommendation 4: To provide a compliant solution to cater for all ACFT, weight
restricted to not more 5700kg, to safely passage in and out of the GA apron / hangar area.




Surface Description: The surface is sealed of varying types (chip seal and asphalt) and
age but overall old and past its design life.


Surface failures, seal condition and MOS 139 compliance are discussed in detail
below but can be summarised as:


There are multiple age related surface failures. Hence, for now, they are
arguably superficial and not due to heavy loading. Cracking, stripping,
unravelling and exposed aggregate are readily observed. Recommendation 1
strictly applies to this area.



The seal condition varies but overall is aged and brittle.



The surface condition is arguably MOS 139 compliant with respect to use but
not in terms of providing a sealed pavement. When providing a sealed
pavement, the surface is meant to be water tight and maintained as such.


The surface requires repair and a re-seal as soon as practical.



Note that Aerodrome Management has stated (during this 2016 ATI) that
the GA aprons / hangars / movement areas will be re-designed,
expanded and re-sealed to a compliant state in 2017.

Surface Failures:


Cracking: Cracks are of varying sizes and everywhere (see photographs below).


They meander about the surface, which implies brittle bitumen characteristics
typical of an aged surface (Recommendation 1 strictly applies).



Rutting: None warranting immediate repair.



Corrugations: None warranting immediate repair.



Depressions / Bird baths: There are several depressions, uneven areas and / or
irregularities associated with long term wear, and the application of the sealed
surface and repairs occurring at differing times (see photographs below).


Several of these depressions / divots penetrate to the subgrade which is
unacceptable (Recommendation 1 strictly applies).
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Shoving: None warranting immediate repair.



Other: Uneven areas and / or irregularities associated past repair works were
observed to the surface (see photographs below) and will require remediation
(Recommendation 1 strictly applies).


Note that crack sealing around repair joints will also be required to prevent the
ingress of water into the subgrade.

Seal Condition:


Flushing / Bleeding: Present and not a concern at taxiing speeds.



Stripping: Present and arguably to the point of subgrade exposure; thus warranting
repair.



Raveling: Present. Section of the seal are brittle and exposed. The speed of
unravelling to these areas can be expected to accelerate.


Repair is warranted (Recommendation 1 strictly applies).



Polishing: Present and not a concern at taxiing speeds.



Delamination: Arguably occurring equivalent to unravelling.
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No large sections of seal are peeling or lifting away except to the edges in
isolated areas (Recommendation 1 strictly applies).

Other: Vegetation outbreaks, ant nests, water pumping stains were readily
observed growing through the seal (Recommendation 1 strictly applies).

Surface Condition:


Cleanliness / FOD: Given the poor state of the surface, no loose aggregate or FOD
was observed. The surface appears maintained from this perspective.



Pavement Texture:
The surface appears to provide adequate frictional
characteristics for taxiing purposes.



Strength / Pavement classification: Although worn and slowly failing, there was
nothing to indicate that the strength of the surface was / is not adequate for current
aircraft operations.


The apron is limited to ACFT up to 5700kg. No surface deformations have
occurred except that related to an aged bitumen surface.



Shoulders: No shoulders are provided and nor are they required.



Edge drop off: Edge drop off: The drop off from the edge of the seal appeared to
be compliant (less than 25mm).


Note that those areas where the edges are delaminating and/or breaking away
will required monitoring and repair if required.



Rideability: The rideability was assessed as adequate; safe for use.



Drainage: The slopes / profile of the apron appeared to offer adequate drainage
properties.

Taxiway Strip: Not applicable to a taxilanes.
4.3

APRON AREAS

The seven apron areas have been discussed under the following categories (see photo
adjacent):


RPT apron.



Western itinerant apron.



Helicopter landing site.



Refueling apron.



GA itinerant apron.



GA hangar area.



Eastern GA apron.
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RPT APRON

Description: The RPT apron is located northwest of the runways intersection. Initially, it
comprised of two parking positions (in a diagonal orientation relative to TWYs A and B)
constructed at the same time as the main runway and TWY B. In the 2012/13 year, a
further three RPT parking positions were constructed to the southern boundary at the
same time as TWY A.


The apron contains a marked internal taxiway from TWY A to B.



Arguable another from TWY B to C by self-regulation at certain times in the day.



It also provides access to the refueling apron by self-regulation at certain times in
the day.

Dimensions: The dimensions of the apron appear adequately sized for five (5) designed
RPT parking positions.


The design appears adequate from the perspective that RPT operations can occur
concurrently.



However, once any RPT parking bay is utilised, the TSP takes effect in terms of the
SRA not permitting entry by GA ACFT for a period of time. This renders access to
the refueling apron to be restricted.


This also poses problems if GA ACFT have committed down TWY C and
about to enter the RPT apron to access the refueling apron. Access is not
permitted, and somehow, the ACFT may need to turn around.



Design solutions are required as this is an impractical approach.


Now that there are 5 RPT parking by positions, possibly the number
could be reduced to 4 (that is, bays 2 to 5), leaving bay 1 as is but
generally free for access. This is possible by simply revising the SRA
line between the currently marked bays 1 and 2.



Another solution is to push parking bay 1 closer to the terminal to free up
room for GA ACFT to pass through the RPT apron area linking TWY B
and TWY C if required; especially for GA night operations.

Classification: Capable of simultaneous Code C jet ACFT operations.
Surface Description: The entire surface is asphalt. The asphalt surface to parking bays 1
and 2 is estimated to have been constructed in 2006/2007 with a fuel resistant membrane
being applied over the two RPT parking bays in 2007. The balance of the apron or the
apron extension, was constructed over 2012/2013.




Relative to the older asphalt surface:


In its present condition, only general maintenance need be applied for now.



Surface failures, seal condition and MOS 139 compliance are discussed in
detail below but can be summarised as.


There are no outstanding surface failures warranting immediate closure
of the movement area.



The surface condition remains MOS 139 compliant.

Relative to the newer asphalt surface:
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Minimal maintenance is envisaged.



Surface failures, seal condition and MOS 139 compliance are discussed in
detail below but can be summarised as.


There are no outstanding surface failures warranting immediate closure
of the movement area.



The surface condition remains MOS 139 compliant.

Surface Failures:


Relative to the older asphalt surface: As described for TWY B unless otherwise
further discussed (see Section 4.2.2 above).


Cracking: No open cracks were readily observed.




All past crack, patch repairs and construction joints appeared sealed and
provided a smooth transition.

Relative to the newer asphalt surface: As described for TWY A unless otherwise
further discussed (see Section 4.2.1 above).


Cracking: Any cracks observed have been sealed as part of routine
maintenance.

Seal Condition:


Relative to the older asphalt surface: As described for TWY B unless otherwise
further discussed (see Section 4.2.2 above).



Relative to the newer asphalt surface: As described for TWY A unless otherwise
further discussed (see Section 4.2.1 above).

Surface Condition:


Relative to the older asphalt surface: As described for TWY B unless otherwise
further discussed (see Section 4.2.2 above).



Relative to the newer asphalt surface: As described for TWY A unless otherwise
further discussed (see Section 4.2.1 above).


Fuel spills: Discarded ACFT fuel around parking bay 4 was observed (see
photograph below).


This is undesired and Aerodrome Management will need to begin
monitoring the surface and clean the fuel when observed.



A fuel resistant membrane may need to be applied to protect the seal.

Tie-down Cables: No tie-down cables are provided.
Earthing Points: No earthing points are provided.
4.3.2

WESTERN ITINERANT APRON
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Description: An itinerant apron designed for larger non-RPT ACFT is located west of the
RPT apron.
Dimensions: The area designated appears suitable to park either 3 Code B and / or 2
smaller Code C ACFT


Two apron parking positions (parking bays 6A and 6B) are marked capable of
carrying Code C ACFT.



The present dimension appear adequate for its observed use.

Classification: Capable of carrying two Code C ACFT weight restricted to <45000kg.
Surface Description: The surface is asphalt that was constructed in 2012/2013.


Surface failures, seal condition and MOS 139 compliance are discussed in detail
below but can be summarised as.


There are no outstanding surface failures warranting immediate closure of the
movement area.



The surface condition remains MOS 139 compliant.

Surface Failures: As described for TWY A unless otherwise further discussed (see
Section 4.2.1 above).


Cracking: All cracks observed have been sealed as part of routine maintenance.

Seal Condition: As described for TWY A unless otherwise further discussed (see Section
4.2.1 above).
Surface Condition: As described for TWY A unless otherwise further discussed (see
Section 4.2.1 above).


Strength / Pavement classification: There was nothing to indicate that the strength
of the surface was not adequate for current aircraft operations.


The surface is weight restricted to ACFT <45000kg.

Tie-down Cables: No tie-down cables are provided.
Earthing Points: No earthing points are provided.
4.3.3

HELICOPTER LANDING SITE

Description: A dedicated helicopter landing site (not apron) has been designed and
constructed west of the western itinerant.
Dimensions: The present dimension appear adequate for its intended use.
Classification: It is suitable for one helicopter.
Surface Description: The surface comprises of a square concrete pad that was
constructed in 2012/2013.


Surface failures, seal condition and MOS 139 compliance are discussed in detail
below but can be summarised as.
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There are no outstanding surface failures warranting immediate closure of the
movement area.



The surface condition remains MOS 139 compliant.

Surface Failures:


Cracking: The surface appears structurally sound with no cracking suggesting
inadequate design. Note that concrete curing / shrinkage cracking can be expected.


The construction joints between concrete helipad and the asphalt revealed
some degree of separation (equivalent to cracking), which warrants monitoring
and crack sealing (see Recommendation 1 above).



Rutting: None.



Corrugations: None.



Depressions / Bird baths: None.



Shoving: None.



Other: None.

Seal Condition: Not applicable to concrete surfaces.
Surface Condition:


Cleanliness / FOD: The sealed surface was clear of loose material and / or FOD
(foreign object debris).



Pavement Texture:
The sealed surface appears to provide good frictional
characteristics for taxiing purposes.



Strength / Pavement classification: There was nothing to indicate that the strength
of the surface was not adequate for helicopter operations.



Shoulders: No shoulders are required. Note that the helicopter site is surround by
sealed asphalt.



Edge drop off: The drop off from the edge of the concrete surface is level with the
surrounding seal; no issue found.



Rideability: Acceptable and safe for use.



Slopes: Laterally and longitudinally compliant.



Drainage: Drainage appears adequately direct off the movement area.

Tie-down Cables: None required.
Earthing Points: No earthing points are provided; nor required.
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REFUELING APRON

Description: The refueling apron is located adjacent north of the RPT apron and west of
the GA itinerant apron.


The refueling apron is weight restricted upon entry to ACFT <5700kg.

Dimensions: The dimensions are arguably adequate for its intended purpose as it must
be able to cater for ACFT up to Code B with a MOTW of 5700kg.


Some of these ACFTs have wing spans at 19.8m. The RFDS Beechcraft B200
Kingair (Code 1B) ACFT has a 16.6m wing span. Code B ACFT require a taxilane
or a parking position with obstacle clear widths of 33m for unrestricted use. To
ensure compliant operation at all times, carefully applied paint / line markings can
and should be applied.



This apron is a little more confining than most refueling aprons at other aerodromes.
It has however, historically proven to be suitable.


Note that in the past, suggested diagrams have been provided by AOSPL to
aid Aerodrome Management in the set out of the apron to satisfy Code B
ACFT wing tip clearances / separation. A compliant solution for the noncompliances has not been applied.



In 2016, Aerodrome Management had engaged with GHD (engineering
consultant) to re-design, expand and re-seal the GA aprons / hangars /
movement areas such that they would be in a fully compliant state.


At the time of this 2016 ATI, preliminary designs had presented to
Aerodrome Management for their perusal and/or approval.

Aerodrome Management has stated that the re-design, expansion and
re-seal of the GA areas is anticipated to occur in 2017. Until such time,
the recommendation from last year will remain.
Recommendation 5: To provide and implement a compliant solution to cater for Code B
ACFT weight restricted to not more 5700kg, to taxi pass, turn or park within the GA
refueling apron.




Classification: Presently utilised for ACFT up to Code B classification and weight less
than 5700kg. The dimensions can cater for this and possibly any Code B ACFT with
design investigation.
Surface Description: The surface is sealed of varying types (chip seal and asphalt) and
age but overall old and past its design life.


Surface failures, seal condition and MOS 139 compliance are discussed in detail
below but can be summarised as.


It requires repair and a re-seal as soon as practical.



There are multiple age related surface failures. Hence, for now, they are
arguably superficial and not due to heavy loading. Cracking, stripping,
unravelling and exposed aggregate are readily observed (Recommendation 1
strictly applies to this area).



The seal condition varies but overall is aged and brittle.



The surface condition is arguably MOS 139 compliant with respect to use but
not in terms of providing a sealed pavement. When providing a sealed
pavement, the surface is meant to be water tight and maintained as such.
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As mentioned above, Aerodrome Management has stated (during this 2016 ATI)
that the GA aprons / hangars / movement areas will be re-designed, expanded and
re-sealed to a compliant state in 2017.

Surface Failures:


Cracking: Cracks are of varying sizes and everywhere.


They meander about the surface, which implies brittle bitumen characteristics
typical of an aged surface (Recommendation 1 strictly applies).



Rutting: None warranting immediate repair.



Corrugations: None warranting immediate repair.



Depressions / Bird baths: There are several indentations, uneven areas and / or
irregularities associated with long term wear, and the application of the sealed
surface and repairs occurring at differing times.


Several of these depressions / divots penetrate to the subgrade which is
undesired (Recommendation 1 strictly applies).



Shoving: None warranting immediate repair.



Vegetation outbreaks: Vegetation outbreaks can be readily observed.




These areas are generally associated with small ruptures allowing water to
penetrate into the subgrade below (Recommendation 1 strictly applies).

Other: As mentioned above, exposed subgrade is apparent to areas about the seal
which is unacceptable especially considering that this is a highly trafficked area
(Recommendation 1 strictly applies).

Seal Condition:


Flushing / Bleeding: Present and not a concern at taxiing speeds.



Stripping: Present and arguably to the point of subgrade exposure; thus warranting
repair (Recommendation 1 strictly applies).
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Raveling: Present. Section of the seal are brittle and exposed. The speed of
unraveling to these areas can be expected to accelerate. Repair is warranted
(Recommendation 1 strictly applies).



Polishing: Present and not a concern at taxiing speeds.



Delamination: Arguably occurring equivalent to unravelling; no large sections of
seal are peeling or lifting away (Recommendation 1 strictly applies).

Surface Condition:


Cleanliness / FOD: Given the poor state of the surface, no loose aggregate or FOD
was observed. The surface appears maintained from this perspective.



Pavement Texture: The surface of the apron appears to provide adequate frictional
characteristics for taxiing purposes.



Strength / Pavement classification: Although worn and slowly failing, there was
nothing to indicate that the strength of the apron was / is not adequate for current
aircraft operations.


The apron is limited to ACFT up to 5700kg. No surface deformations have
occurred from except that related to an aged bitumen surface.



Shoulders: No shoulders are provided and nor are they required.



Edge drop off: Edge drop off: The drop off from the edge of the seal appeared to
be compliant (less than 25mm).



Rideability: The rideability was assessed as adequate; safe for use.



Drainage: The slopes / profile of the apron appeared to offer adequate drainage
properties.

Tie-down Cables: No tie down cables provided.
Earthing Points: No earthing points are provided.
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GA ITINERANT APRON

Description: The GA itinerant apron is located northwest of the GA TWY C, or north of the
RPT apron. It adjoins the intersection with the refueling apron and GA apron / hanger
area to the southwest.


It may be accessed by its own TWY D, which connects to GA TWY C.



Or from the intersection of the aprons to the southwest.



It is weight restricted to 5700kg but all entrances are accessible to Code B ACFT.
Hence, in theory, Code B ACFT weighing less than 5700kg can access this area.
There are a few popular ACFT that satisfy this criteria and wing spans up to 19.8m
must be catered for.

Dimensions: Nett of the south western apron intersection, the apron is about 62m by 34m
sealed. Without careful line markings, it is not adequate in size to cater for current aircraft
purely based on unmarked self-regulated movements.


It is simply over-crowded / over-used. More aircraft are parking on this apron than it
was originally design for. It is likely that the apron was originally designed to carry
small non-permanent / residing GA aircraft on a short stay. Now it appears to
permanently park several ACFT; more than previous years.



The southern boundary / edge, closest to the GA TWY must be kept clear in order to
provide a " the apron, or past the parked aircraft on the reasonably compliant"
taxilane width for GA aircraft to taxi through northern boundary.



The term, "reasonably compliant", is used because a taxiway/lane centre line, and
control of the northern boundary parked aircrafts within a parking clearance boxed
area would be required to ensure compliance.



Note, in Section 4.2.8 above, a recommendation has been made (Recommendation
3) to provide and implement a compliant solution to cater for Code B ACFT, weight
restricted to no more 5700kg, to pass via the GA itinerant apron.


Until a compliant solution is determined and implemented, Aerodrome
Management should continue re-locating / prevent any future ACFT from
parking along the entire south eastern edge (closest side to the GA TWY and
RPT apron) of the GA itinerant apron as it renders the area non-compliant with
respect to wing tip clearances.

Hence, a recommendation remains from previous years based on current
operations.
Recommendation 6: To continue re-locating / prevent any future ACFT from parking
along the entire south eastern edge (closest side to the GA TWY and RPT apron) of the
GA itinerant apron as it renders the area non-compliant with respect to wing tip
clearances.




Classification: As operated right now, the GA itinerant apron is only suitable for Code 1A
ACFT wing span restricted to 13m to 16m depending on how far into the apron ACFT
along the north western edge park. This is due to potential parked ACFT along the south
eastern edge (see the Recommendation 6 above).


It should be compliant to carry Code B ACFT of any wing span but weight restricted
to 5700kg. This is not the case from a MOS 139 compliance perspective.
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The entire movement area into this apron and other GA parking areas could
be wing span restricted to 17m in addition to the weight restriction. This then
allows any ACFT into the GA areas so long as they weigh less than 5700kg
and have a wing span less than 17m. This permits the RFDS Kingair B200 to
operate within.

In 2016, Aerodrome Management had engaged with GHD (engineering consultant)
to re-design, expand and re-seal the GA aprons / hangars / movement areas such
that they would be in a fully compliant state.


At the time of this 2016 ATI, preliminary designs had presented to Aerodrome
Management for their perusal and/or approval.



Aerodrome Management has stated that the re-design, expansion and re-seal
of the GA areas is anticipated to occur in 2017.

Surface Description: Similar to TWY C, TWY D and the GA itinerant apron TWY, the
apron consists on an older bitumen / chip sealed surface of unknown age.


Surface failures, seal condition and MOS 139 compliance are discussed in detail
below but can be summarised as.


There are no outstanding surface failures warranting immediate closure of the
movement area.




Cracking, vegetation outbreaks, stripping, unravelling and exposed
aggregate can now be observed.

Generally, the surface condition remains MOS 139 compliant.


Note, when providing a sealed pavement, the surface is meant to be
water tight and maintained as such.



Hence, in its present condition, general maintenance needs to be
applied (refer to Recommendation 1).



As mentioned above, Aerodrome Management has stated (during this
2016 ATI) that the GA aprons / hangars / movement areas will be redesigned, expanded and re-sealed to a compliant state in 2017.

Surface Failures: As described for TWY C, TWY D and the GA itinerant apron TWY
unless otherwise further discussed (see Section 4.2.3, Section 4.2.4 and Section 4.2.8
respectively above).
Seal Condition: As described for TWY C, TWY D and the GA itinerant apron TWY unless
otherwise further discussed (see Section 4.2.3, Section 4.2.4 and Section 4.2.8
respectively above).
Surface Condition: As described for TWY C, TWY D and the GA itinerant apron TWY
unless otherwise further discussed (see Section 4.2.3, Section 4.2.4 and Section 4.2.8
respectively above).
Tie-down Cables: No tie-down cables are provided. Some anchor points are provided.
Earthing Points: No earthing points are provided, and none are required.
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GA HANGAR AREA

Description: The GA hangar area is accessed via the intersection with the refueling and
GA itinerant apron, and is longitudinally aligned to the northwest.


Within this area is the eastern GA apron, which is dealt with in the next Section 4.3.7
below.

Dimensions: The facility appears large enough to adequately cater for its GA residents.


The hangars are reasonably well aligned within the titled / leased boundaries.



The full extents of the titled / leased boundaries are relatively obscured; although the
owners / lessees are familiar with their extents.



The sole GA hangar taxilane, providing access to and from, does not best align itself
with the titled / leased boundaries (not parallel). This should be corrected if ever resealed or re-instated.



Although the taxilane is generously wide with
respect to its provided sealed width, its poor
alignment and close proximity to some hangar
titles / leases and eastern GA apron render the
full use of the owner's / lessee's entitlements
unusable for the purpose of providing safe taxiing
access. This is not acceptable. Note that the
adjacent photo provided (used in the 2013, 2014
and 2015 ATI reports) was taken back in 2003
but the layout remains true to present day.



Council have instructed all eastern GA apron
users to not park centred over the provided tiedown cable set, but rather further east; aligning
the wing spans over the easternmost tie-down
cable.


In the photo provided above, the lease line has been marked, a yellow line has
been provided roughly showing the set back of GA ACFT if parking over the
easternmost tie-down cable only.



Based on the new parking arrangements, the critical taxilane clearance
distance measured was about 22m between the green lease line and the new
setback parking position (eastern yellow line).




This is not Code A ACFT taxilane compliant, as a 24m width is specified
required by the MOS 139. If the hangar user (bottom left hand corner of
the photo) guarantees to not utilise the bottom right hand corner leased /
owned extents, then the minimum clear width taxilane opening is about
24m, which makes it compliant for as a Code A taxilane. This appears
to be the case by agreement or hangar user extended courtesy. Also
note, this assumes all GA ACFT park further to the east at all times,
which is a big assumption given that every provision and marking
suggests otherwise.

In addition, Code 1B ACFT (such as the Beechcraft B200 Kingair with a 16.6m
wing span) are known to utilise this area. Hence, in theory, a 33m wide Code
B taxilane should be provided to future proof this area for all possible Code B
operations unless additionally wing span restricted.
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With 3m wing tip clearances required, the maximum wing span ACFT
permitted into the area is 16m to 18m depending on the courtesy extended by
first hangar owner.



This allows safe passage for all Code A ACFT and the Beechcraft Kingair
B200 ACFT (Code 1B) provided no ACFT park within the green leased area at
the entrance as shown in the photo above, which is presently how the area
operates.

Classification: At present, the entire GA accepts any size ACFT so long as its MAUM is
less than or equal to 5700kg. This implies that the area can accept up to Code 2B ACFT.
There several ACFT less than 5700kg with wing spans varying between 16.6m and
19.8m. At present, the largest ACFT using this area is the Beechcraft Kingair B200 with a
wing span of 16.6m. Hence:


The area is not completely compliant as marked to cater for all ACFT less than
5700kg. Further wing span restriction markings is required.



For the ACFT presently using the area, there is arguably 3m wing tip separation
provided, which includes the Beechcraft Kingair B200 ACFT.

A clearly marked and provided 24m wide Code A taxilane should be provided to be MOS
139 compliant.


In addition, the limit of the taxilane would be of benefit at its entrance, say the
taxilane 2m high text "CODE A ACFT" or "MAX 17M WING SPAN" (to allow the
B200 Kingair in). There is no need for a weight restriction as it has already been
applied elsewhere.

If a 24m wide taxilane cannot be provided, then an alternative solution needs to be
designed, approved by CASA and provided (see Recommendation 4 above).


If this is the chosen solution, then it will involve re-locating the eastern GA apron
further east properly; not in the present non-parallel manner.



Provision for more GA ACFT parking should be made as ACFT are no longer
permitted to park on the south eastern edge of the GA itinerant apron.

In the past, several diagrams have been suggested by AOSPL to aid identifying the issues
and solutions for 24m wide taxilane.


Note that in 2016, Aerodrome Management had engaged with GHD (engineering
consultant) to re-design, expand and re-seal the GA aprons / hangars / movement
areas such that they would be in a fully compliant state.


At the time of this 2016 ATI, preliminary designs had presented to Aerodrome
Management for their perusal and/or approval.

Aerodrome Management has stated that the re-design, expansion and re-seal
of the GA areas is anticipated to occur in 2017. Until such time, the
recommendation from last year will remain.
Recommendation 7: To augment the current markers and markings to the GA hangar
area and eastern GA apron to compliment Recommendation 4, clarify permitted ACFT
entry, and allow for more GA ACFT parking to compliment Recommendation 6.




Surface Description: A sealed taxilane movement area with grass / gravel shoulder
extents to hangar ownership / leased extents. The grass / gravel edges were generally
flush off the seal and reasonable graded to the hangar boundaries.
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The sealed surfaces were primarily investigated. The surface is sealed of varying types
(chip seal and asphalt) and age but overall old and past its design life.


Surface failures, seal condition and MOS 139 compliance are discussed in detail
below but can be summarised as:


There are multiple age related surface failures. Hence, for now, they are
arguably superficial and not due to heavy loading. Cracking, stripping,
unravelling and exposed aggregate are readily observed. Recommendation 1
strictly applies to this area.



The seal condition varies but overall is aged and brittle.



The surface condition is arguably MOS 139 compliant with respect to use but
not in terms of providing a sealed pavement. When providing a sealed
pavement, the surface is meant to be water tight and maintained as such.


The surface requires repair and a re-seal as soon as practical.



Note that Aerodrome Management has stated (during this 2016 ATI) that
the GA aprons / hangars / movement areas will be re-designed,
expanded and re-sealed to a compliant state in 2017.

Surface Failures: As described for the GA apron / hangar area taxilane (Section 4.2.9)
unless otherwise further discussed.
Seal Condition: As described for the GA apron / hangar area taxilane (Section 4.2.9)
unless otherwise further discussed.
Surface Condition: As described for the GA apron / hangar area taxilane (Section 4.2.9)
unless otherwise further discussed.


Other:


Obstacles: No obstacle (or objects that are non-frangible) must be permitted
on or near any of the movement areas which include aprons.


At the time of this 2016 ATI, a trailer and a green wheelie bin were
observed to be parked and/or located within the apron for a period of
time (see photograph below).



In addition, hangar doors and associated poles to stop the doors from
swinging were observed (see photograph below). Currently, the doors
and associated poles are marked by double yellow edge lines, which is
incorrect.
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If such obstacles require appropriately located dedicated containment
areas for their use, then equipment storage (solid red) lines with
appropriate text, need to be marked around them, and 3m clear of this
again, a parking clearance line with appropriate text need to be marked
to ensure that minimum wingtip separation distances area met.

In addition, the nett apron area left over for taxiing movement must be
greater than 24m (minimum Code A ACFT taxilane width) in any
movement direction.
Recommendation 8: To ensure that all obstacles on the GA hangar area (hangar doors
and/or poles) and equipment (trailers and/or bins) and either appropriately marked (by
parking clearance line and requirement storage lines), or maintained clear at all times.




Tie-down Cables: No tie-down anchor points are provided in the GA hangar area; not
including the eastern GA apron.
Earthing Points: No earthing points are provided.
4.3.7

EASTERN GA APRON

Description: Within the GA hangar area is a small sealed apron (the eastern GA apron)
located to the east.
Dimensions: Located east of the GA hangar area, it would appear like thin parallel section
of seal located immediately adjacent to the GA hangar taxilane.


Dimensionally, it appears of the correct depth / width for intended ACFT.



It is occasionally not large enough to cater for all the potential influx of light GA
aircraft.




More light GA ACFT parking spaces are required.

One significant issue found was that it was not constructed parallel to hangar
developments, and therefore negatively impinged into the taxilane servicing the
entire area.

This has been identified many times within the report (see Recommendation 4
and Recommendation 7 above).
Recommendation 9: To re-locate the eastern GA apron and its tie-down cables further
east on to the grassed area, and make it longer to cater for excess light ACFT.




Classification: The GA hangar area is suitable for small / light GA (Code 1A) aircraft with
restricted wing spans and lengths.


This appears to be how it is used.



Hence, it appears compliant for small Code A ACFT restricted in length to about
10m.

Surface Description: The surface is sealed and in the same condition as that described
for the GA hangar area above (Section 4.3.6).
Surface Failures: As described for the GA apron / hangar area taxilane (Section 4.2.9)
unless otherwise further discussed.
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Seal Condition: As described for the GA apron / hangar area taxilane (Section 4.2.9)
unless otherwise further discussed.
Surface Condition: As described for the GA apron / hangar area taxilane (Section 4.2.9)
unless otherwise further discussed.
Tie-down Cables: A set of tie-down cables are provided on the eastern GA apron.


They are no longer appropriately located, and should be re-located further east
consistent with the re-location of the entire eastern GA apron (see Recommendation
9).

Earthing Points: No earthing points are provided.

5.0 MOVEMENT AREA VISUAL AIDS AND SIGNAGE
5.1

RUNWAY MARKERS AND MARKINGS

5.1.1

RWY 06/24

Except where further discussed below, all markers and marking were clear and correct.
They included the following:


Runway strip markers:




White fibreglass gables are used to define the all boundaries including the
intersection with the cross runway strip.

Runway markings:


THR end bar markings.



RWY threshold bars or "piano key" (8).



THR identification numbers.



RWY centre line (450mm wide).



RWY edge markings or side stripes (450mm wide).



RWY fixed distance and touchdown zone markings.



Lead in / out nose wheel guidelines in continuation of the taxiway centre lines.

5.1.2

RWY 15/33

Except where further discussed below, all markers and marking were clear and correct.
They included the following:


Runway strip markers:




White fibreglass gables are used to define the all boundaries including the
intersection with the cross runway strip.

Runway markings:


White mini-cones correctly mark the edge and threshold of the unsealed /
gravel section of runway.



1 THR end bar markings on the sealed portion.
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RWY threshold bars or "piano key" (4) on the sealed portion.



THR identification number on the sealed portion.



RWY centre line (300mm wide) on the sealed portion.



Lead in / out nose wheel guidelines in continuation of the GA taxiway centre
line.

TAXIWAY MARKINGS

5.2.1

RPT TWY A

Except where further discussed below, all markers and marking were clear and correct.
They included the following:


Taxiway strip markers:




None provided and none required.

Taxiway markings:


Runway "Pattern A" holding point.



Centre line.



Edge lines.



Nose wheel lead in / out lines into the runway.

5.2.2

RPT TWY B

Except where further discussed below, all markers and marking were clear and correct.
They included the following:


Taxiway strip markers:




None provided and none required.

Taxiway markings:


Runway "Pattern A" holding point.



Centre line.



Edge lines.



Nose wheel lead in / out lines into the runway.

5.2.3

GA TWY C

Except where further discussed below, all markers and marking were clear and correct.
They included the following:


Taxiway strip markers:




None provided and none required.

Taxiway markings:


Runway "Pattern A" holding point.



Centre line.
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Edge lines.



Nose wheel lead in / out lines into the runway.



"MAX 5700KG" weight limit applied to:

5.2.4



At the entrance to GA TWY from the RPT apron accompanied by
correctly marked 2m high text. Note that a weight limit line is not
required and can be blacked out.



At the entrance to GA TWY from RWY 15/33 accompanied by correctly
marked 2m high text. Note that a weight limit line has been correctly
blacked out.

GA TWY D

Except where further discussed below, all markers and marking were clear and correct.
They included the following:


Taxiway strip markers:




None provided, and none required.

Taxiway markings:


Intermediate holding position markings (see Section
8.4.4, MOS 139): Not provided but required to prevent
infringement into the GA TWY strip when being utilized.



Centre line (see Section 8.4.2.1, MOS 139):
Not
provided but mandatorily required especially in the
consideration of enhancing safety.



Guide lines in / out from GA TWY C's centre line to GA
TWY D's centre line: Not provided but required.



Edge lines are provided.

Note that in 2016, Aerodrome Management had engaged with GHD (engineering
consultant) to re-design, expand and re-seal the GA aprons / hangars / movement areas
such that they would be in a fully compliant state.


At the time of this 2016 ATI, preliminary designs had presented to Aerodrome
Management for their perusal and/or approval.



Aerodrome Management has stated that the re-design, expansion and re-seal of the
GA areas is anticipated to occur in 2017.

Until such time, the recommendation from last year will remain as it is
relevant to current operations.
Recommendation 10: To provide a centre line, guidelines in / out of the GA TWY C and
GA TWY D, and intermediate holding position to the GA TWY D (see diagram in Section
5.2.4 of this report).




5.2.5

RPT APRON TAXIWAY CONNECTING TWY A AND TWY B

Except where further discussed below, all markers and marking were clear and correct.
They included the following:


Taxiway strip markers:
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None provided, and none required.

Taxiway markings:


Centre line.



Edge lines to the outer boundaries.



Parking clearance lines with text to the RPT apron boundary.



Nose wheel guidelines where required.

5.2.6

RPT APRON TAXIWAY CONNECTING TWY B AND TWY C

Except where further discussed below, all markers and marking were clear and correct.
They included the following:


Taxiway strip markers:




None provided, and none required.

Taxiway markings:


A short centre line / nose wheel lead in / out line to the apron parking position
lines for RPT parking bays 1 and 2.



Edge lines to the outer boundaries.



No centre line provided connecting to GA TWY C.

5.2.7

RPT APRON TO REFUELING APRON TAXIWAY

Except where further discussed below, all markers and marking were clear and correct.
They included the following:


Taxiway strip markers:




None provided, and none required.

Taxiway markings: None have been provided. A generously large section of apron
is provided to self-regulate into position.

5.2.8

GA ITINERANT APRON TAXIWAY

Except where further discussed below, all markers and marking were clear and correct.
They included the following:


Taxiway strip markers:




None provided, and none required.

Taxiway markings: None have been provided. ACFT self-regulate through the
apron. A TWY should be provided but available area does not permit this. As
minimum a Code B compliant taxilane should be provided.


This has been addressed above (see Recommendation 3).
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GA APRON / HANGER AREA TAXILANE

Except where further discussed below, all markers and marking were clear and correct.
They included the following:


Taxiway strip markers:




5.3

None provided, and none required.

Taxiway markings: None have been provided. ACFT self-regulate through the area
via a sealed taxilane. The taxilane satisfies no ACFT code, and is therefore in need
of further markers and markings along with CASA approval.


As minimum a centre line and lead in / out nose wheel guidelines associated
are required.



This has been addressed
Recommendation 7).

above

(see

Recommendation

4

and

APRON MARKINGS

5.3.1

RPT APRON

Except where further discussed below, all markers and marking were clear and correct.
They included the following:


Apron markers:




None and none required.

Apron markings:


Apron parking positions (yellow) with appropriate text provided to all 5 parking
bays.




Marshalling stop line text were correct in height but marked on the wrong
side of the line. It was marked correctly in accord with the apron parking
position. Hence, the apron parking position plan was incorrect with
respect to the MOS 139, Section 8.5.16.

Recommendation 11: To ensure that the marshalling stop line text marked on the RPT
apron and the apron parking position plan is correct with respect to the MOS 139, Section
8.5.16.


Pedestrian white walkways.



Equipment clearance lines with the correct text are provided.



Security Restricted Area (SRA) blue line with text.



Other line marking associated with the internal taxiways (described above).
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Double yellow edge lines to most boundaries.


Note that the double yellow edge lines suddenly stop / end on the
terminal side in front of parking bay 3.



Double yellow edge lines are theoretically not required assuming that the
RPT parking position bay lines have been designed and marked
accordingly, and assuming the there is no chance at all of GA or RPT
ACFT to traverse at will across the face of the fixed structures.
Otherwise they are located approximately the typical wing overhang plus
the MOS 139 wing tip clearance distance away from any fixed obstacle.



When double yellow edge lines are not required, what is marked in its
place are parking clearance lines, equipment storage lines and
equipment clearance lines. Together these lines depict the safe areas
that are clear of wing tip clearance designs.



Equipment storage lines with the correct text are provided.



Parking clearance lines with correct text.

5.3.2

WESTERN ITINERANT APRON

Except where further discussed below, all markers and marking were clear and correct.
They included the following:


Apron markers:




None and none required.

Apron markings:


Double yellow edge lines to external boundaries.



Parking clearance lines containing the apron.



Apron weight limit line and correct "MAX 45000KG" text.



Apron nose wheel parking guidelines are provided.



Two parking positions are provided.

5.3.3

HELICOPTER LANDING SITE

Except where further discussed below, all markers and marking were clear and correct.
They included the following:


Landing site markers:




None and none required.

Landing site markings:


A correctly configured "H" within a white perimeter circle.

Note that other vehicle markings (for emergency services), parking clearance lines,
equipment clearance and storage lines external to the western itinerant / helicopter apron
boundaries. These appear safely located away and are not critically reviewed because of
this.
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REFUELING APRON

Except where further discussed below, all markers and marking were clear and correct.
They included the following:


Apron markers:




None and none required.

Apron markings:


Double yellow apron edge lines adjoining the GA itinerant apron edges.



Double yellow edge lines to the GA itinerant apron side opposite the refueling
facility.



Apron weight limit line with conservatively correct 2m high "MAX 5700KG" text
also adjoining the RPT apron side.



Parking clearance lines adjoining the RPT apron side, along the refueling
facility, refuelling truck, fence line and hangar boundaries.



Equipment storage lines with the correct text is provided.



Nose wheel guide lines are not provided to guarantee correct wing tip
clearances. This would be needed for the larger permitted Code B ACFT.

A few concerns regarding the safety measures provided and not provided with respect to
markings was mentioned in Section 4.3.4 of this report. In addition, a recommendation
was made (Recommendation 5).
5.3.5

GA ITINERANT APRON

Except where further discussed below, all markers and marking were clear and correct.
They included the following:


Apron markers:




None and none required.

Apron markings:


Only double yellow edge lines generally surrounds the GA itinerant apron.

More markings have been addressed in Section 4.2.8 above with Recommendation 3
resulting. They are related to providing a compliant taxilane through the apron.
5.3.6

GA HANGAR AREA

Except where further discussed below, all markers and marking were clear and correct.
They included the following:


Apron markers:




None and none required.

Apron markings:


Largely self-defined.



Double yellow edge lines define the extents of the sealed areas utilised for
taxiing.
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Double yellow edge lines have been provided around hangar doors.


These double yellow lines are bot correct and has been addressed in
Section 4.3.6 above with Recommendation 8 resulting.



A parking clearance line is provided on the western part of the apron to warn
ACFT from the fence.



The taxilane width, compliant to satisfy Code A ACFT, was not provided. This
has been addressed above (see Recommendation 4 and Recommendation 7).

5.3.7

EASTERN GA APRON

Except where further discussed below, all markers and marking were clear and correct.
They included the following:


Apron markers:




None and none required.

Apron markings:


Largely self-defined by its shape.



Double yellow edge line define the extents of the sealed areas.



The location of the tie-down cables complement identification of the apron.

The apron impinges the ability to provide a compliant taxilane to service the GA hangar
area and eastern GA apron. This was addressed in:


Section 4.2.9 and Recommendation 4,



Section 4.3.6 and Recommendation 7, and



Section 4.3.7 and Recommendation 9.

5.4

WIND DIRECTION INDICATORS

The primary wind indicator (illuminated) is located to the north of the intersection of the
runways. The windsock was in good condition and was flying freely.


The surrounding circle was clear of grass, the surface suitably darkened and
correctly defined by 15 white cone markers.



Note that the PWI was re-located near the ARP in the 2015/16 financial year. It
compliantly locates under the transitional OLS.

A secondary illuminated wind indicator (SRY IWI) is situated at the eastern end of RWY
06/24 on the northern side of the 24 threshold. It was in good condition and was flying
freely.


The wind indicator’s base was blackened and clear of vegetation.



The secondary wind indicator was replaced entirely to one that is illuminated and
obstruction lit. It unavoidably still penetrates the transitional OLS and the ERSA
entry reflects this.
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SIGNAL CIRCLE

The signal circle locates adjacent to the PWI and was correctly defined by six white
cones. The surface was suitably darkened and presented a satisfactory contrast with the
surrounding area.
5.6

MOVEMENT AREA GUIDANCE SIGNS

There are no standard MAGS on the aerodrome.

6.0 FACILITIES AT THE AERODROME AND LISTED FUNCTIONS
6.1

AERODROME EMERGENCIES

The following facilities were queried and/or checked where applicable and/or practical.
Where the headings do not apply within the aerodrome / airport’s AEP, management may
consider its future inclusion:
Illumination: No mobile generators or floodlights are kept at the airport. If an emergency
occurs at night these units are available from local hire firms located in the township but
would not be available in less than 15 minutes.


Other sources of supply are the available with the other emergency service
providers.

First aid equipment: A general first aid kit is kept in the Aerodrome Reporting Officer's
vehicle and another in the terminal building. Council relies on the local emergency
services in the case of an emergency.
Fire control: Fire hydrants and extinguishers are provided at various locations around
the aprons and the terminal building.


The locations of the fire control measures are stated in the AEP and / or recognised
in the AEP as the Fire and Evacuation Procedures – Safe Plan 2.


Random checks of the hydrants and extinguisher locations were conducted
and found to be consistent with the AEP.

Mobile/Forward command post: No mobile command post is provided at the airport.
The terminal is used as the command post in the first instance but is essentially flexible in
location and initially established by the first responder (anticipated to be the ARO) but
then as established by the responding QPS (Queensland Police Service).
Emergency Operations Centre (EOC): The EOC is flexible in location and will be sited
where the Police decide at each emergency.


Until established, the EOC is the Aerodrome Management’s office area.

Casualty Process Area (CPA): The CPA is a flexible area which will be located near the
emergency site as determined by the local emergency services.


Until established, the CPA is the aerodrome’s maintenance shed.
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Relative Reception Area (RRA): The RRA is flexible in location and generally to be
located offsite away from active emergency services if required.


Until established, the terminal building will be utilised.

Reuniting Facility (RF): The RF is flexible in location and generally to be located offsite
away from active emergency services if required.


It will locate nearby the RRA.



Until established, the terminal building will be utilised.

Crew Reception Facility (CRF): The CRF is flexible in location and will be sited by the
QPS at each emergency.


Until established, the terminal building’s “crew room” will be utilised.

Media Centre (MC): The MC is located offsite and in the final instance determined by the
QPS.


It is likely that the site will be co-ordinated with Council at a Council location where
there is greater flexibility to cater for larger spaces and other communications
systems.

6.2

HANDLING OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

The only hazardous material handled on the aerodrome is aviation fuel.
Storage of aviation fuel: Jet A1 fuel is provided via a tanker from tanks in the Shell
facility. AVGAS is stored in a tank in the Shell facility fuel farm. Only the bowser is
located airside.


Both facilities were installed to meet all required standards.

Dispensing of aviation fuel: Shell Aviation dispenses aviation fuel at the airport.


Jet fuel is dispensed from a tanker while AVGAS is dispensed from the bowser
provided.



Staff have been trained in fuel handling and refueling by Shell.

6.3

BIRD AND ANIMAL HAZARD MANAGEMENT

A shot gun has been provided to control bird and animal hazards. All AROs have an
appropriate shooters license for the shotgun provided for bird and animal harassment.


All gun harassments utilise ‘live’ ammunition if required.



Other control measures include the use of:


Gas guns.



Sirens.



Bird frite shot gun cartridges.



The use of Avisure P/L to aid with management.
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7.0 AIRSIDE VEHICLE CONTROL
7.1

AERODROME ACCESS

The aerodrome is fully fenced with 2.4m high security fencing on all boundaries and
access is controlled by gates with gates 7 and 8 automated by key card.


There is a cattle grid across the access road where it leaves the main road which is
effective in preventing animals from straying onto the site.



3 barb wired strands are provided at the top of the fence, and further raked where
required.

The security fencing near the terminal effectively isolates the public areas from the
movement areas.


Council has a local law that gives it the power to control all aspects of entry to the
aerodrome.



A new “air access” pedestrian system will replace the existing GA pilots’ access gate
to the western itinerant / Code B ACFT apron.

7.2

AIRSIDE VEHICLE CONTROL

Gates providing access to the movement area are kept locked at all times. Only vehicles
approved by the Council are permitted on the airside areas.


Persons seeking authorization to drive airside (ADA) must apply to Council stating
their reasons. If the application is approved they are issued with an "airside permit"
containing conditions of issue and a windscreen sticker.

The security fences ensure that access is limited to defined points. These points are kept
locked at all times and keys, gate codes and / or access proxy cards are issued to
authorised persons only. A record of keys / cards issued are kept by the Airport
Operations Controller of Civil Operations.


All work on the aerodrome must be approved by the Council and a “Permit to
Commence Work” (PERCOW) is issued by them for that work.

7.3

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION AND TRANSPORT SECURITY PLAN

Emerald Aerodrome is a security controlled aerodrome and has an associated Transport
Security Plan (TSP) dated / approved August 2014.


The TSP is regularly audited by the DIRD through the OTS.



The OTS last audited the aerodrome and its TSP on the following dates:


20th-22nd of July 2015.



19th-21st July 2016.

Only persons who have an ASIC card are permitted unrestricted airside access. All
others who have permission to gain airside access are issued with a visitor’s card and
must be accompanied by an ASIC holder.
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All pedestrian gates are locked (coded locks) and airside access through these
gates requires an escort by aerodrome personnel for those persons who do not hold
an ASIC.

7.4

BOUNDARY FENCE

The aerodrome is completely fenced with 2.4m high security fencing on all boundaries,
which was in good condition. It is checked weekly by the Aerodrome Reporting Officer or
his relief and these inspections are recorded in the logbook.

8.0 AERODROME INFORMATION
8.1

EN-ROUTE SUPPLEMENT AUSTRALIA

ERSA (current edition): The data in ERSA was checked and found to be mostly correct
except for the aerodrome diagram and Notes amendment under the heading
"AERODROME OBSTACLES".


The following aerodrome diagram was amended in the ERSA (and other relevant
AIPs), to correctly reflect the locating of the PWI, on behalf of Aerodrome
Management:



The following “AERODROME OBSTACLES” were introduced, removed and/or
amended in the ERSA on behalf of Aerodrome Management:

RDS (current edition): An AIP survey check established that the data in RDS required
amendment.


Current published TODA end gradients and STODAs:
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As a result of this ATI, the following TKOF data should be relayed within the RDS
except that for RWY 15/33:
STODA (m)

RWY

CODE

TODA (%)

1.60%

1.90%

2.20%

2.50%

3.30%

5.00%

06

3

4.49%

1912

1924

1932

1950

--

24

3

1609

1724

1806

--

--

15

1

3.27%
3.20%

1939
1867

<800

<800

<800

805

--

--

33

1

2.80%

<800

<800

876

954

--

--



RDS permanent NOTAM: The following was presented to the NOF on behalf of
Aerodrome Management:



RDS notes: No changes to the RDS notes were required.

8.2

DEPARTURE AND APPROACH PROCEDURES

Aerodrome Chart in DAP East (current edition): The Aerodrome Chart (dated 3rd
March 2016) was checked and found to require minor amendment.


As mentioned above, the aerodrome diagram will need to be amended to correctly
reflect the location of the PWI (refer to Section 8.1 above for action taken).
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9.0 AERODROME MANUAL OPERATING PROCEDURES
9.1

AERODROME MANUAL

The Aerodrome Manual was rewritten as required by CASR 139 and has been accepted
by CASA as part of the certification process.


The manual is reviewed and updated as required during the course of the year.



It was last reviewed and re-issued in full on the 1st of October 2016 as shown in
hard copy (Version 2, Revision 2).


9.2

The new LED aerodrome lighting system had been written into the manual.


The flight check was located within the manual.



Management stated that the flight check report would be scanned and
saved within the electronic copy of the manual as an Appendix.



All contacts were found to be current, correct and consistent with the
organisational structure.



All signatures were present at the front of the manual and in the AEP section
as required.



Council are aware that all four (4) original copies, including CASA's, will need
to be physically updated as current.

SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Emerald AD's SMS Manual (SMM) or document has been implemented as Part 5 of the
Aerodrome Manual. It was reissued in full dated the 1st October 2016.




All contacts and their details were found to be correct inclusive of:


Aerodrome staff.



External Council staff.



Airport stakeholders / tenants.

In accord with Federal law (CASR 139), the SMS must be reviewed annually by the
SMS Safety Committee.


The SMS was formally reviewed by the SMS SC on the 30th November 2015.



A collaborative approach was undertaken.



Meeting minutes to verify this was available for perusal.



The document was again internally reviewed in August 2016 and again
October 2016. All resultant changes from all reviews have been captured in
the most recent SMS document cited above.



In addition, a consultant (Phoenix Aviation Safety P/L - Mr Glenn Jones) has
been contracted to independently review the SMS.


9.3

Its purpose is to simplify the document to make it more user friendly.

DRUG AND ALCOHOL MANAGEMENT PLAN

A draft DAMP was first completed, issued in full and implemented March 2009.
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The DAMP has been registered with CASA, and 6 monthly electronic audits / reports
to CASA are conducted as required.



It was reviewed as Version 2 – 6/2012- no changes occurred.


Since then, 1 staff member has left Council and either need to be taken out
and/or replaced with a current staff member.



Note that the DAMP must be reviewed and re-issued at least once every five years.



A full re-issue was due March 2014 and a draft has been completed with this date,
but has not been completed.

9.4



A new DAMP document is now overdue but is beyond the scope the ATI to
receive a recommendation.



Note that a new DAMP template is available on the CASA website.

AERODROME EMERGENCY PLAN

The Aerodrome Emergency Committee (AEC) meets at regular intervals to review the
Aerodrome Emergency Plan (AEP), and to organize and conduct an Emergency Exercise
(EE).


The AEP was last reviewed by the AEC through the facilitation process leading to
the conductance of the full field EE.

The AEP locates in the Aerodrome Manual under Part 2 Section 2.2. Within this section,
more detailed procedures have been incorporated and referenced / located in Part 4 of
the Aerodrome Manual. The procedures have been titled “Emerald Airport – Aerodrome
Emergency Procedures” or EA-AEP.


Both the AEP and EA-AEP are formally reviewed, and have been re-issued in full on
the 1st of October 2016.



All contacts and their details were found to be correct inclusive of:


Aerodrome staff.



External Council staff.



Airport stakeholders / tenants.

Review of last exercise conducted: The last full field Emergency Exercise was
conducted on the 18th of September 2013.


The scenario tested involved an RPT aircraft departing for take-off from bay 4 on the
apron. Whilst turning out to the main taxiway, its engine / wing hits the boarding
staircase left on the apron.




All Emergency Services attended.

A desk top EE was then conducted on the 25th of November 2014 in preparation for
the next full field EE (scheduled for 2015). The scenario involved a Dash 8-Q400
hitting a power pole on approach to RWY 06 and crashes in the clearway.


It was facilitated by Mr David Osbourne of AITS (Aerodrome Inspection and
Training Services) with all the AEC members attending.



As a result of desktop EE, the Aerodrome Emergency Plan in the manual was
updated; dated 31st of May 2015.
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No full field EE was conducted in 2015.



A “table top” EE was conducted on the 27th of July 2016.


Scenario: “Exercise Flame” involved a fault in a ground power unit during the
refuelling of a QantasLink ACFT causing a fire to spread across the apron.


A debrief was conducted after the “table top” EE.



All the AEC members attended.

The outcome was that the same scenario will be conducted as a “full
field” EE, which is due to occur on the 19th of November 2016.
Recommendation 12: To conduct a “full field” Emergency Exercise as soon as practical.




9.5

AERODROME LIGHTING

The Aerodrome Reporting Officer activates the PAL system daily to inspect the RWY
06/24 edge lights and taxiway lights for serviceability. The results of these inspections are
recorded in the aerodrome logbook.
The stand-by generator is test run twice a week for 10 minutes, and twice a month for 4
hours under full load, by the duty ARO. These “test runs” are recorded in the aerodrome
logbook. A full set of battery operated flares maintained as another level of back-up.
Electrical logbook: A file containing details of electrical inspections done by the outside
contractor/s are maintained in the Council offices and daily electrical inspections are
recorded by the Reporting Officer in the aerodrome logbook.
9.6

AERODROME REPORTING

Aerodrome Reporting Officers: The nominated Aerodrome Reporting Officer duties are
shared between 4 resident staff: Mr Rob Bennett, Mr Paul Forrest, Mr Rodney Treloar
and Mr Vincent Tuhega.


Management has stated that all 4 AROs have been suitable trained. The appeared
dedicated and knowledgeable, and are aware of their responsibilities.

The Aerodrome Operations Controller is Mr Shoaib Kazmi (also formally trained by
AOSPL in May 2011).


He is conscientious and aware of the responsibilities and associated tasks of the
position.



All three of the Aerodrome Reporting Officers were present at the time of the
inspection.

Relief ARO: Other externally contracted AROs can also be utilised if required.
Logbook: All relevant documents used, including serviceability report forms and the
NOTAM register were checked.


Details of serviceability are well documented in the Aerodrome Reporting Officer's
log book.
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NOTAM: A complete record of NOTAM raised is kept electronically by the Airport
Manager.


Current NOTAM: Management stated that no NOTAMs were current at the time of
this inspection.



Last NOTAM: The last NOTAM issued was on the 3rd August 2016 in regards to an
increase of bird activity (C0028/16).

9.7

UNAUTHORISED ENTRY TO AERODROME

Procedures for dealing with unauthorised airside access are covered in the Aerodrome
Manual.
Unauthorised access to the aerodrome is restricted by the following:


DIRD approved transport security program.



Fencing of the aerodrome.



Locked access gates.



A register of all those authorised to have airside access



A register of all authorised key holders.



Aerodrome signage.



Escorts for non ASIC holding visitors.

As soon as an unauthorised person or persons are noticed airside they are confronted
and escorted from the movement areas. If difficulties arise during such incidents the local
police are contacted.
9.8

AERODROME SERVICEABILITY INSPECTIONS

The aerodrome is inspected several times a day by the duty Aerodrome Reporting Officer.
These inspections are recorded on a daily serviceability report form. The information
detailed on the form and any further information is stored in the Aerodrome Reporting
Officer's computer.


The information recorded was found to be thorough and covered all the aspects
which are detailed in the Aerodrome Manual.

9.9

AERODROME TECHNICAL INSPECTIONS

These are conducted annually and cover all the requirements for an ATI under CASR 139.


The last full annual ATI was conducted by AOSPL in October 2015.



Advance Airport Lighting conducted an ETI on the 3rd of October 2013 including all
electrical associated works such as the PAL, AFRU and PAPIs.


No ETI was undertaken in 2014, and an NCN was received by CASA (refer to
Section 3.13 above).
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In 2015, the airside lighting was being upgraded and CASA had accepted its
completion complete with a flight check equivalent of Electrical Technical
Inspection.



This 2016, AMS (Aerodrome Management Services P/L) have won the
contract to undertake the ETI, which is scheduled for mid-November.

9.10 AERODROME AUDITS
CASA surveillance inspection: CASA conducted their last inspection at Emerald
Aerodrome on the 27th-29th of July 2015 by Mr Daniel Eatock.


7 NCNs (non-compliance notices) were received amongst a number of Audit
Observations.

9.11 AERODROME WORKS SAFETY
Council is aware of the requirements when planning aerodrome works. The day-to-day
maintenance is carried out as “time limited works” on less than 10 minutes recall.
The duty Aerodrome Reporting Officer acts as Safety Officer during these works, keeping
a radio listening watch for aircraft movements and warning the works crew of their
approach.


Lighting upgrade works for RWY 06/24 were conducted in accord with a CASA
approved MOWP. The MOWP was available for perusal (dated 20th August 2015),
with the works being completed January 2016.



Surface enrichment trials for RWY 06/24 and TWY B were conducted in accord with
a CASA approved MOWP. The MOWP was available for perusal (dated 28th
January 2016), with the works being completed 15th of January 2016.

9.12 AIRCRAFT PARKING
The RPT apron is cable of carrying five (5) RPT aircraft. They have been designed to the
concurrently park and operate the Dash 8-Q400, ATR72, F70 and/or F100 aircrafts.


All parking positions on the RPT apron are clearly marked.



The RPT Apron Parking Position plan was produced by Aurecon P/L (dated June
2014).


It has been included in the Aerodrome Manual.

Additional larger itinerant ACFT parking is provided west of the RPT typically capable of
carrying Code B or small Code C ACFTS in a self-regulated manner.
Light aircraft apron parking is self-regulating and all aircraft are power in and out. Tie
down points and cables are provided.
9.13 AIRSIDE VEHICLE CONTROL
The procedures for airside vehicle control were assessed as satisfactory.
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Council have planned to implement an Aerodrome / Airside Vehicle Control card for
formal issue to those adequately inducted and trained to drive airside.

9.14 BIRD AND ANIMAL HAZARD MANAGEMENT
No unusual bird or animal activity was observed during the inspection.
Animal control: The aerodrome is completely fenced and animal intrusions appears to
have been virtually eliminated.


No land animal strikes were reported.

Bird control: The Aerodrome Reporting Officer actively harasses away all birds sighted
at the aerodrome.


All harassment activities are recorded in the aerodrome logbook.



Bird Strikes: See Section 6.3 or 2.3 above.

BAHMP: Avisure P/L were engaged to review and revise the Bird and Animal Hazard
Management Plan in 2012.


A final copy was submitted to Council for review, and was available for perusal.



Monitoring and counting of bird life is recorded in accord with the final BAHMP.



Avisure P/L audit Aerodrome Management against the plan, the bird counts and
previous audit recommendations every 2 years as stated in the plan.


The last audit occurred in 2014.



The next audit is anticipated again this 2016.

9.15 OBSTACLE CONTROL
An Obstacle Limitation Surfaces plan has been prepared and the Council uses it to help
control development under the RWY 24 and RWY 33 take-off paths.


The OLS plan reflects current standards and is included in the manual (OLS 2007/1
dated 16th April 2007).

An Australian Noise Exposure Forecast Plan (ANEF) has been drawn up as a further aid
to rational town planning.


GPS instrument non-precision approach procedures for both RWY 06 and RWY 24
have been published.

9.16 DISABLED AIRCRAFT REMOVAL
Procedures are included in the Aerodrome Manual. They are tested during occasions
when aircraft have been disabled on the aerodrome and have so far proved to be
adequate.
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9.17 HAZARDOUS MATERIAL
Procedures have been prepared for the Aerodrome Manual. Council and its staff are
aware of the procedures to follow in the case of a hazardous spillage.
The only hazardous materials normally handled at Emerald are aviation fuels. Operation
of the fuel facility appeared to be satisfactory.


The procedures laid down in the Aerodrome Manual were being followed.

The Aerodrome Manual contains procedures for handling explosives on the aerodrome.
9.18 PROTECTION OF RADAR AND NAVIGATIONAL AIDS
NDB: The NDB is owned and maintained by Airservices Australia. The area around the
aid is maintained by the Council.
PAPI: A one sided PAPI approach slope indicator system is provided on the left hand
side of the thresholds for RWY 06 and RWY 24. This installation is owned and
maintained by the Council.


The system allows turbojet aircraft engaged in RPT to operate into the aerodrome.



The system is regularly checked with the high precision clinometer provided with the
system.

9.19 LOW VISIBILITY OPERATIONS
Not applicable at Emerald Aerodrome.
9.20 RADIO PROCEDURES
Radio Communications: Two-way radios on the Council frequency and an air band
transceiver are installed in the Aerodrome Reporting Officer's vehicle and in the airport
tractor. Two hand held air band transceivers are also provided.


This enables a check to be conducted on the operation of the AFRU and monitoring
of traffic on the CTAF frequency when routine maintenance is carried out on the
movement area.



The Aerodrome Reporting Officers have obtained a “Certificate of Proficiency" for
airband radio operations.

Aerodrome Frequency Response Unit:
frequency 126.70MHz.

An AFRU unit is provided on the CTAF

10.0 OBSTACLE LIMITATION SURFACES
10.1 SURVEY SCOPE
Consistent with that published in the various AIPs, the main RWY 06/24 was surveyed to
meet the full requirements of a Code 3 instrument non precision approach runway.
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The smaller cross RWY 15/33 was surveyed to meet the full requirements of a Code 2
non-instrument approach runway for its defined runway strip dimensions.


Note that this RWY is published as a Code 1 in the RDS.



However, it is maintained for a Code 2 RWY OLS.

The survey satisfies the requirements of the MOS 139 and CASR 139 as prescribed for
Aerodrome Technical Inspections (ATI).
The surveyed data is initially assessed for infringements to the ideal design OLS limits
stated in the MOS 139, and if unable to provide this, then to other MOS 139 tolerated
limits.
Failing ability to satisfy the MOS 139, the data is then assessed in accord to the OLS
published in relevant AIPs, which is assumed known and accepted by CASA.
If applicable (PAPIs or T-VASIS provided), then the OAS (Obstacle Assessment Surface)
is gauged for compliance.


A VASIS system (PAPIs) is utilised at the aerodrome for the main runway, and
therefore the OAS was assessed for runway 06/24.

If applicable (instrument non-precision approach procedures provided), then the VSS
(visual segment surface) is checked for compliance relative to the PANS-OPS for a
straight in approach. Vertical and horizontal angle offsets and / or displaced approach
landings can be catered for with prior notice.


The VSS is applicable to the main runway 06/24 and assessed assuming a straight
in approach.

10.2 SURVEY RESULTS
The raw survey data pertaining to the take-off directions are provided in Appendix A. This
information is provided in the format preferred by aircraft operators. The data contains the
exact location of all obstructions surveyed. The data is in a format that can readily be
analysed for further assessment.
Photos for each TKOF end are supplied in Appendix C. Obstructions within the TKOF
and / or APCH OLS are only approximately located where possible.
The survey results in the tables below are provided as a management tool to aid in the
monitoring of obstacle heights and the scheduling of tree lopping / removal within the
approach splays and other surfaces.


All OLS / surfaces are covered but only mentioned where the surveyed obstacle
locates.



Gradients are provided if the obstacle locates within either / or the take-off and
approach OLS.



The STODA calculations are based on the actual RWY surface being expressed or
assumed as correlating to 3 runway slopes. In the past (prior to 2015), a straight
line and two-line (slope) relationship was applied.


This is an improvement on STODA calculation accuracy.
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This enables any obstacle within the transitional OLS to be surveyed from the
same theodolite set up used for the TKOF and APCH OLS surveys, and
accurately assess the obstacle relative to the RWY surface level
perpendicularly adjacent as required by the MOS 139.



Following is the correlation between actual surveyed RWY centre line surface
levels, and that assumed for the OLS assessment (last reviewed and revised
2016):



Note the high degree of accuracy, and the slight conservatism applied to the
assumed RWY surface.





What this means is that if the OLS assessment program states that a
transitional (or any) OLS infringement exists, then it does.



If a man-made obstacle, such as a wind indicator, infringes, then it is
additionally re-surveyed perpendicular to the obstacle from the RWY
centre lines as required by the MOS 139. If there are any differences,
then they are usually due to eye sight discrepancies related to the
distance from the object and heat haze affects. Note that the closer the
surveyed obstacle, the more accurate results are. Removable objects,
such as trees, are not checked perpendicularly as they can be readily
removed.

Unless the RWY centre line surface levels (a long section) is resurveyed, it is
not anticipated to change in future years.

Yellow highlighted areas pertain to those obstacles that infringe the OLS or worsen the
take-off performance, and therefore need to be lopped or removed.
Green highlighted areas pertain to the data published in the RDS such as the TKOF end
gradient and STODAs.
Blue highlighted areas pertain to the known infringements that are known to CASA,
Airservices Australia, and accordingly published within appropriate AIPs.


Note that CASA must be informed of all OLS infringements.
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RWY 06 TAKE-OFF SURVEY RESULTS (NORTH EASTERN END)
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Take-off Surface: The side security fence containing the runway is located about 91.5m either side of the runway centre line.


This means that after only 12m longitudinally in front of the clearway (out of the runway strip), the remaining security fence-lines on
both sides of the runway are within the TKOF OLS and likely to be non-compliant with large gradients.


The fence (31) was surveyed and a TKOF gradient
of 8.62% was determined, which far exceeds
acceptable limits. Note that the side fence could
subtend a gradient as high as 14% if surveyed 12m
longitudinally out from the clearway.



The MOS 139 grants some leeway on how to treat
such obstacles like this fence line (see the excerpt).



TODA end gradient: The chosen benchmark critical obstruction responsible for both the published TODA end gradient and all
associated STODAs is the side fence (9) with a TKOF gradient of 4.49% as decided by CASA some years back. There would
appear no reason to challenge this assumption as Section 5.1.3.14 of the MOS 139 potentially permits this fence to be completely
ignored.



STODAs: The same side fence location (9) is also responsible for the worst calculated STODAs.


The TODA end gradient and the related STODAs reflecting this obstacle (9) are currently published.



However, the longitudinal profile of the RWY centre line was re-assessed and applied to improve accuracy due to 2 new fixed
objects surveyed parallel to the RWS and found to infringe the transitional OLS (covered in the Section 10.2.2 below). The
improved assumption on RWY surface levels has been discussed above in Section 10.2 with a screen capture depicting the
degree of high accuracy of assumed RWY surface levels.



The impact of applying the improved calculated RWY levels are minor changes to calculated STODAs as shown below:
2015 ATI: 1915m (1.6%), 1925m (1.9%), 1933m (2.2%),1939m (2.5%), 1951m (3.3%).
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2016 ATI: 1912m (1.6%), 1924m (1.9%), 1932m (2.2%),1939m (2.5%), 1950m (3.3%).


The changes will be applied to the RDS whether by NOTAM or Document Amendments, Airservices Australia (refer to Section
8 above).



Approach Surface: No infringements were surveyed / found. Hence, no further action is required.



Transitional Surface: Three obstructions were found to infringe the transitional surface.


The SRY IWI (1) infringes the transitional surface. This infringement has already been recognised above within the report (refer to
Section 3.12). In addition, the secondary wind indicator in known by CASA and has been published in ERSA under “Aerodrome
Obstacles”. No further action is required.


It must be noted that the entire SRY IWI was replaced so that it could be obstruction lit. As a result of this, the IWI increased in
height by about 1m.



ERSA “Aerodrome Obstacles” will be reviewed and revised if required to reflect any changed conditions.

Two trees (32 and 33) were surveyed / found to infringe the transitional surface. These trees should be programmed for lopping /
removal in order to provide the required clear transitional surface.
Recommendation 13: To lop or remove two trees (Nos. 32 and 33 as identified in the RWY 06 TKOF survey results in Appendix A) at the
north eastern THR 24 end as they infringe the transitional surface.






Inner Horizontal Surface: No infringements were surveyed / found. Hence, no further action is required.



Conical Surface: No infringements were surveyed / found. Hence, no further action is required.



Outer Horizontal Surface: The outer horizontal surface is only applicable to Code 4 runways. Hence, no further action is required.



Obstacle Assessment Surface (OAS): No infringements were surveyed / found. Hence, no further action is required.



Visual Segment Surface (VSS): No infringements to the VSS were found. Hence, no further action is required.
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RWY 24 TAKE-OFF SURVEY RESULTS (SOUTH WESTERN END)
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Take-off Surface:




TODA end gradient: The side security fence containing the airport is located about 91.5m on the southern side of the runway centre
line. At about 12m longitudinally in front of the clearway (out of the runway strip), the remaining side security fence locates within
the TKOF OLS.


A surveyed maximum TKOF gradient of 6.12% (3) was calculated which far exceeds acceptable limits with the preferred
maximum gradient being 2%.



The MOS 139 (Section 5.1.3.14) grants some leeway and allows such obstacles to be ignored (see the excerpt in Section
10.2.1 above).



In the years preceding October 2011, the fence line (at obstacle No. 34) was accepted by CASA as the critical obstacle and its
gradient and all associated STODAs were published.



Presently, only its 3.27% subtended gradient is published as the TODA end gradient for this end.



There is merit to challenge the relevance of this published gradient since the construction and acceptance of a power pole (8)
that now dictates all worst STODAs. The fence obstacle (34) could now arguably be ignored under Section 5.1.3.14 of the
MOS 139. This can be a matter for internal discussion between Aerodrome Management and CASA.

STODAs: A power pole (8) was erected sometime between October 2011 and October 2012. It subtends a 3.15% TKOF gradient
and introduced by far, the worst calculated STODAs for the 1.6% to 2.5% STODAs.




Previous ATIs have questioned the Aerodrome Management process undertaken to allow this to happen as generally, this is
unacceptable. In the 2012, 2013 and 2014 ATI reports, it was recommended to lower the power pole. This did not occur.
Aerodrome Management have stated in 2015, that the power pole will now remain as the new benchmark to this end.

The TODA end gradient and STODAs are already reflected in the relevant AIPs.
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However, the longitudinal profile of the RWY centre line was re-assessed and applied to improve accuracy due to 2 new fixed
objects surveyed parallel to the RWS and found to infringe the transitional OLS (covered below). The improved assumption on
RWY surface levels has been discussed above in Section 10.2 with a screen capture depicting the degree of high accuracy of
assumed RWY surface levels.



The impact of applying the improved calculated RWY levels are minor changes to calculated STODAs as shown below:
2015 ATI: 1617m (1.6%), 1726m (1.9%), 1807m (2.2%),1868m (2.5%).
2016 ATI: 1609m (1.6%), 1724m (1.9%), 1806m (2.2%),1867m (2.5%).

 The changes will be applied to the RDS whether by NOTAM or Document Amendments, Airservices Australia (refer to Section 8
above).


Approach Surface: No infringements were surveyed / found. Hence, no further action is required.



Transitional Surface: Two infringements were surveyed.


The AWIS (32) was surveyed and found to infringe the transitional surface.


Whilst this infringement has always existed, in the past, it was “shielded” by a closer transitional infringement, which was the
recently re-located PWI. With the PWI now re-located northeast of the runway intersection this 2015/16 financial year, and the
AWIS is now the sole transitional infringement in the vicinity.



CASA will need to be informed of this infringement regardless and further advice sought.

Proactively, Aerodrome Management could / should revise the ERSA “Aerodrome Obstacles” section to include the SRY IWI
(refer to Section 8), and hazard light.
Recommendation 14: To seek CASA's assessment and further advice for the AWIS (obstruction No. 32 as identified in the RWY 24 TKOF
survey results in Appendix A) surveyed as / found to be infringe the transitional OLS.








A hotel advertisement sign has been erected on the southern side of the RWY and it was found to
be infringing the transitional OLS.


This sign will need to be removed or lowered as soon as practical.
Recommendation 15: To remove the motel sign (obstruction No. 38 as identified in the RWY 24 TKOF survey
results in Appendix A) as it infringes the transitional OLS.


Inner Horizontal Surface: No infringements were surveyed / found. Hence, no further action is required.



Conical Surface: No infringements were surveyed / found. Hence, no further action is required.



Outer Horizontal Surface: The outer horizontal surface is only applicable to Code 4 runways. Hence, no further action is required.
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Obstacle Assessment Surface (OAS): No infringements were surveyed / found. Hence, no further action is required.



Visual Segment Surface (VSS): No infringements to the VSS were found. Hence, no further action is required.

10.2.3

RWY 15 TAKE-OFF SURVEY RESULTS (SOUTH EASTERN END)
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Take-off Surface: There are two critical obstacles (4 and 5) most affecting the TKOF OLS.




TODA end gradient: With respect to the TODA end gradient, the critical obstruction is a tree (5) at a surveyed gradient of 3.16%.
Based on a rounded up TODA end gradient of 3.20%, which allows for some growth over the next 12 months, this represents the
minimum gradient that must be published in the RDS.


This tree has produced a worse TODA end gradient that that currently published. Hence, the RDS will need to be updated by
permanent NOTAM (see Section 8 above), and it should be programmed for lopping and/or removal as soon as practical.



Note, this tree is not responsible for any of the worst calculated STODAs.

STODAs: With respect to the STODAs, a tree (4) is responsible for all the worst 1.6% to 2.5% calculated STODAs based on a
rounded up TKOF gradient of 3.15%, which allows for some growth over the next 12 months.




Emerald, October 2016

Although STODAs are not published for RWY 15/33 because it is published as a Code 1 RWY, the STODAs produced by this
tree are worse than that achieved in previous years. Hence, this tree should be lopped and/or removed as soon as practical
as it has diminished the take-off performance to this end.

Recommendation 16: To lop or remove 3 trees (Nos. 4, 5 and 15 as identified in the RWY 15 TKOF survey results in Appendix A) at the south
eastern THR 33 end, to maintain TKOF performance no worse than that provided in previous years, and remove the transitional OLS
infringement (15).


Approach Surface: No infringements were surveyed / found. Hence, no further action is required.



Transitional Surface: One tree (No. 15) was found to infringe the transitional OLS. It should be programmed for lopping / removal as soon
as practical. This tree was included in the above recommendation for removal.



Inner Horizontal Surface: No infringements were surveyed / found. Hence, no further action is required.



Conical Surface: No infringements were surveyed / found. Hence, no further action is required.



Outer Horizontal Surface: The outer horizontal surface is only applicable to Code 4 runways. Hence, no further action is required.



Obstacle Assessment Surface (OAS): Not applicable as no VASIS / PAPIs are installed.



Visual Segment Surface (VSS): Not applicable as this is only a non-instrument approach runway.
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Emerald, October 2016

RWY 33 TAKE-OFF SURVEY RESULTS (NORTH WESTERN END)
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Emerald, October 2016

Take-off Surface: With respect to the TODA end gradient, the critical obstruction is a tree (17) at a surveyed gradient of 2.54%. This tree
is also responsible for all the worst 1.6% to 2.5% calculated STODAs based on a rounded up 2.60% TKOF gradient, which allows for
some growth over the next 12 months.


A conservative TODA end gradient of 3.0% is published in the RDS. This could be reduced and still remain conservative.



Note that the STODAs provided in this report are not published for RWY 15/33 because it is published as a Code 1 RWY.

Approach Surface: No infringements were surveyed / found. Hence, no further action is required.




Transitional Surface: One tree (35) was surveyed / found to infringe the transitional surface. This tree should be programmed for lopping /
removal as soon as possible.
Recommendation 17: To lop or remove one tree (No. 35 as identified in the RWY 33 TKOF survey results in Appendix A) at the north western
THR 15 end as it infringes the transitional OLS.


Inner Horizontal Surface: No infringements were surveyed / found. Hence, no further action is required.



Conical Surface: No infringements were surveyed / found. Hence, no further action is required.



Outer Horizontal Surface: The outer horizontal surface is only applicable to Code 4 runways. Hence, no further action is required.



Obstacle Assessment Surface (OAS): Not applicable as no VASIS / PAPIs are installed.



Visual Segment Surface (VSS): Not applicable as this is only a non-instrument approach runway.
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11.0 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS ATI RECOMMENDATIONS
It is the responsibility of AOSPL to check whether previous plans for corrective action have been
completed. The manner, by which the plans for corrective action are implemented, will be
scrutinised and assessed by CASA.


Plans for corrective action were sighted during this annual ATI.

Following was the status of last year’s ATI recommendations:


Recommendation 1:
To continue maintaining all sealed movement areas
(comprising of the runways, taxiways/lanes and aprons for both GA and RPT
ACFTs) free from vegetation, cracking, irregularities and any ruptures such that it
remains in a water proof state especially to the aged surfaces such as the refueling
apron and GA apron / hangar area.




Recommendation 2: To continue to improve the transverse slopes of any area
within the marked runway strip, along the western edge of THR 15, so that it is not
greater than the maximum 3.0% slope permitted in the MOS 139, Section 6.2.22.




Status: As per Recommendation 3.

Recommendation 7: To augment the current markers and markings to the GA
hangar area and eastern GA apron to compliment Recommendation 4, clarify
permitted ACFT entry, and allow for more GA ACFT parking to compliment
Recommendation 6.




Status: As per Recommendation 3.

Recommendation 6: To continue re-locating / prevent any future ACFT from
parking along the entire south eastern edge (closest side to the GA TWY and RPT
apron) of the GA itinerant apron as it renders the area non-compliant with respect to
wing tip clearances.




Status: As per Recommendation 3.

Recommendation 5: To provide a compliant solution to cater for Code B ACFT
weight restricted to not more 5700kg, to taxi pass, turn or park within the GA
refueling apron.




COMPLETED. The entire area is policed to restrict ACFT <5700kg. In
addition, Council have contracted GHD to review the old GA master plan and
propose a GA movement area solution. A solution has been decided and
Council funding is now being considered.

Recommendation 4: To provide a compliant solution to cater for all ACFT, weight
restricted to not more 5700kg, to safely passage in and out of the GA apron / hangar
area.




ADDRESSED in the past and under review.

Recommendation 3: To provide a compliant solution to cater for Code B ACFT,
weight restricted to no more 5700kg, to pass via the GA itinerant apron especially as
it is required to under certain operating conditions.




ONGOING.

Status: As per Recommendation 3.

Recommendation 8: To re-locate the eastern GA apron and its tie-down cables
further east on to the grassed area, and make it longer to cater for excess light
ACFT.
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COMPLETED.

Recommendation 12: To lop or remove two trees (Nos. 35 and 36 as identified in
the RWY 06 TKOF survey results in Appendix A) at the north eastern THR 24 end
as they infringe the transitional OLS.




COMPLETED. A consultant (Phoenix Aviation Safety P/L - Mr Glenn Jones)
was contracted to review the SMS.

Recommendation 11: To lop two trees (obstruction Nos. 22 and 28) at the north
eastern (THR 24) end (as identified in the RWY 06 take-off survey results in
Appendix A), to maintain take-off performance no worse than provided in previous
years.




Status: As per Recommendation 3.

Recommendation 10: To conduct the next formal review of the SMS document,
and distribute a current hard copy as required.




Status: As per Recommendation 3.

Recommendation 9: To provide a centre line, guidelines in / out of the GA TWY C
and GA TWY D, and intermediate holding position to the GA TWY D (see diagram in
report).




Emerald, October 2016

NOT COMPLETED.

Recommendation 13: To lop or remove two trees (Nos. 35 and 37 as identified in
the RWY 33 TKOF survey results in Appendix A) at the north western THR 15 end
as they infringe the transitional OLS.


PARTIALLY COMPLETED. Only tree No. 37 was lopped and/or removed.
Tree No. 35 remains.
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APPENDIX A: OBSTACLE SURVEYS

Emerald Aerodrome

RWY 06/24

Take-Off inner edge width = 180m

Rate of divergence = 12.50%

Overall length = 15,000m

Approach inner edge width = 150m

Rate of divergence = 15.00%

Overall length = 15,000m

TKOF 06: TORA = 1900m

No.

#1
2
3
4
5
6
#7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
# 31
LOP 32
LOP 33
34

Obstruction
Description
SRY IWI (Lit)
Tree
Power pole
Tree
Tree
Tree
Side fence (ignored)
Power pole
Side fence
Cnr fence
Tree
Tree
Power pole
Tree
Tree
Power pole
Tree
Sapling
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tower
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Cnr fence
Side fence (ignored)
Tree
Tree
Tree

TODA = 1960m
Extended
C/L
Distance
(m)
-123.00
50.30
86.80
338.20
307.90
332.20
19.20
230.20
27.40
30.80
409.40
441.60
359.10
556.10
486.70
484.20
78.40
155.60
617.60
5669.00
493.20
539.60
5287.51
505.10
513.40
77.64
516.60
141.10
724.50
30.70
19.50
8.50
8.20
7.50

Mean
Height
(m)

TODA end RL = 184.51mAHD

Perpendicular
distance (m) left
(-) or Right (+) of
extended C/L

TKOF
Gradient
(%)

Elevation
(mAHD)

SOT C/L
Obstruction
Distance (m)

-115.30
-190.90
-171.30
-270.30
-225.80
-230.50
-91.50
-170.00
-91.50
-91.50
-216.40
-215.80
-168.80
-210.20
-185.80
-181.80
-47.52
-49.80
-67.60
-227.30
-15.00
-13.80
-54.98
4.90
14.00
13.79
61.10
58.21
178.60
91.70
91.70
108.20
116.50
154.70

6.15
20.84
12.11
4.72
4.73
4.26
5.99
3.74
4.49
3.77
3.53
2.74
3.13
1.79
2.14
2.30
2.23
2.07
1.32
0.65
1.28
1.24
0.53
1.32
1.50
2.13
1.26
1.47
1.22
4.14
8.62
64.65
83.20
151.03

192.07
194.99
195.02
200.48
199.08
198.65
185.66
193.13
185.74
185.67
198.95
196.59
195.76
194.44
194.95
195.64
186.25
187.74
192.66
221.46
190.82
191.18
212.29
191.19
192.21
186.16
191.00
186.58
193.34
185.78
186.19
190.00
191.33
195.84

1837.00
2010.30
2046.80
2298.20
2267.90
2292.20
1979.20
2190.20
1987.40
1990.80
2369.40
2401.60
2319.10
2516.10
2446.70
2444.20
2038.40
2115.60
2577.60
7629.00
2453.20
2499.60
7247.51
2465.10
2473.40
2037.64
2476.60
2101.10
2684.50
1990.70
1979.50
1968.50
1968.20
1967.50

7.56
10.48
10.51
15.97
14.57
14.14
1.15
8.62
1.23
1.16
14.44
12.08
11.25
9.93
10.44
11.13
1.74
3.23
8.15
36.95
6.31
6.67
27.78
6.68
7.70
1.65
6.49
2.07
8.83
1.27
1.68
5.49
6.82
11.33

LOP - Lop or remove these obstructions as they either infringe the OLS, about to infringe the OLS, or are required to be lowered in order to
maintain the TKOF STODAs no worse than the previous year.
# - These obstacles infringe the OLS. They are known and immovable, lit or shielded by a lit obstacle, and / or appropriately published in
the relevant AIP/s.
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Emerald Aerodrome

RWY 06/24

Take-Off inner edge width = 180m

Rate of divergence = 12.50%

Overall length = 15,000m

Approach inner edge width = 150m

Rate of divergence = 15.00%

Overall length = 15,000m

TKOF 24: TORA = 1900m
No.

Obstruction
Description

TODA = 1960m
Extended
C/L
Distance
(m)

Mean
Height
(m)

TODA end RL = 189.99mAHD

Perpendicular
distance (m) left
(-) or Right (+) of
extended C/L

TKOF
Gradient
(%)

Elevation
(mAHD)

SOT C/L
Obstruction
Distance (m)

1
Dead tree
178.30
13.40
-160.70
7.51
203.39
2138.30
2
Side fence
14.00
2.34
-91.75
16.73
192.33
1974.00
#3
Side fence (ignored)
35.30
2.16
-91.60
6.12
192.15
1995.30
4
Side fence
73.70
2.38
-91.65
3.23
192.37
2033.70
5
Cnr front fence
129.60
2.54
-91.55
1.96
192.53
2089.60
6
Tree
718.60
14.87
-209.30
2.07
204.86
2678.60
7
Tree
647.00
12.96
-160.50
2.00
202.95
2607.00
8
Power pole
344.30
10.85
-94.40
3.15
200.84
2304.30
9
Tree
864.59
16.21
-171.40
1.87
206.20
2824.59
10
Tree
354.70
6.52
-75.60
1.84
196.51
2314.70
11
Railway centre
233.90
0.79
-32.10
0.34
190.78
2193.90
12
Road centre
274.60
0.69
-31.00
0.25
190.68
2234.60
13
Tree
1431.20
21.16
-47.10
1.48
211.15
3391.20
14
Traversing front fence
86.80
1.77
0.40
2.04
191.76
2046.80
15
Tree
1288.70
17.98
58.60
1.39
207.97
3248.70
16
Tree
820.94
16.56
44.14
2.02
206.55
2780.94
17
Tree
257.50
5.10
38.10
1.98
195.09
2217.50
18
Tree
804.00
15.63
98.30
1.94
205.62
2764.00
19
Tree
710.50
12.63
90.80
1.78
202.62
2670.50
20
Tree
582.90
10.69
114.40
1.83
200.68
2542.90
21
Tree
242.70
5.18
76.80
2.13
195.17
2202.70
22
Tree
757.20
13.00
169.70
1.72
202.99
2717.20
23
Tree
242.20
5.45
83.40
2.25
195.44
2202.20
24
Tree
752.70
16.33
216.10
2.17
206.32
2712.70
25
Lamp post
375.00
9.23
141.80
2.46
199.22
2335.00
26
Lamp post
383.60
9.29
150.60
2.42
199.28
2343.60
27
PWI
-867.71
9.54
176.50
1.10
199.53
1092.29
28
Road centre
194.60
0.36
116.00
0.18
190.35
2154.60
29
Rail centre
167.00
0.06
110.00
0.04
190.05
2127.00
30
Tree
213.20
6.48
128.50
3.04
196.47
2173.20
31
Traversing front fence
44.70
1.28
78.10
2.86
191.27
2004.70
# 32
AWIS
-629.11
10.79
140.40
1.71
200.78
1330.89
33
Tree
197.20
6.15
145.90
3.12
196.14
2157.20
34
Traversing front fence
37.10
1.22
92.10
3.27
191.21
1997.10
35
Traversing front fence
34.90
1.52
102.90
4.36
191.51
1994.90
36
Tree
50.80
4.24
125.80
8.34
194.23
2010.80
37
Dirt mound grass
-20.80
3.76
139.60
18.10
193.75
1939.20
LOP - Lop or remove these obstructions as they either infringe the OLS, about to infringe the OLS, or are required to be lowered in order to
maintain the TKOF STODAs no worse than the previous year.
# - These obstacles infringe the OLS. They are known and immovable, lit or shielded by a lit obstacle, and / or appropriately published in
the relevant AIP/s.
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Emerald Aerodrome

RWY 15/33

Take-Off inner edge width = 90m

Rate of divergence = 10.00%

Overall length = 2,500m

Approach inner edge width = 90m

Rate of divergence = 10.00%

Overall length = 2,500m

TKOF 15: TORA = 926m
No.

Obstruction
Description

TODA = 986m
Extended
C/L Distance
(m)

Mean
Height
(m)

TODA end RL = 187.81mAHD

Perpendicular
distance (m) left
(-) or Right (+) of
extended C/L

TKOF
Gradient
(%)

Elevation
(mAHD)

SOT C/L
Obstruction
Distance (m)

1
Cnr fence
178.40
1.82
-96.10
1.02
189.63
1164.40
2
Tree
654.70 23.90
-211.40
3.65
211.71
1640.70
3
Tree
793.70 28.06
-166.80
3.54
215.87
1779.70
LOP 4
Tree
825.54 25.65
-116.76
3.11
213.46
1811.54
LOP 5
Tree
499.56 15.76
-58.60
3.16
203.57
1485.56
6
Tree
601.48 17.98
-57.83
2.99
205.79
1587.48
7
Fence
178.90
2.01
-1.90
1.12
189.82
1164.90
8
Tree
816.20 24.58
0.80
3.01
212.39
1802.20
9
Tree
512.14 12.23
25.09
2.39
200.04
1498.14
10
Tree
862.20 23.38
94.73
2.71
211.19
1848.20
11
Tree
800.20 24.01
157.80
3.00
211.82
1786.20
12
Tree
845.70 27.45
197.20
3.25
215.26
1831.70
13
Cnr fence
180.50
2.51
87.50
1.39
190.32
1166.50
14
Tree
590.60 29.88
244.90
5.06
217.69
1576.60
LOP 15
Tree
12.30 12.20
102.30
99.19
200.01
998.30
16
Tree
-189.10 15.08
183.00
7.97
202.89
796.90
LOP - Lop or remove these obstructions as they either infringe the OLS, about to infringe the OLS, or are required to be lowered in order to
maintain the TKOF STODAs no worse than the previous year.
# - These obstacles infringe the OLS. They are known and immovable, lit or shielded by a lit obstacle, and / or appropriately published in
the relevant AIP/s.

Survey by

Aerodrome Operation Support Pty Ltd
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Emerald Aerodrome

RWY 15/33

Take-Off inner edge width = 90m

Rate of divergence = 10.00%

Overall length = 2,500m

Approach inner edge width = 90m

Rate of divergence = 10.00%

Overall length = 2,500m

TKOF 33: TORA = 926m

TODA = 986m

TODA end RL = 186.72mAHD

Extended
Perpendicular
Mean
TKOF
SOT C/L
Obstruction
C/L
distance (m) left
Elevation
No.
Height
Gradient
Obstruction
Description
Distance
(-) or Right (+) of
(mAHD)
(m)
(%)
Distance (m)
(m)
extended C/L
1
Tree
-232.30
20.02
-175.20
8.62
206.74
753.70
2
Tree
-39.30
15.07
-127.70
38.34
201.79
946.70
3
Tree
19.50
8.55
-117.20
43.83
195.27
1005.50
4
Fence
99.70
1.41
-65.80
1.41
188.13
1085.70
5
Tree
558.00
11.44
-162.50
2.05
198.16
1544.00
6
Fence
101.70
1.41
-56.90
1.39
188.13
1087.70
7
Fence
102.30
1.51
-54.00
1.48
188.23
1088.30
8
Tree
539.50
11.95
-125.90
2.22
198.67
1525.50
9
Tree
549.10
11.20
-119.50
2.04
197.92
1535.10
10
Fence
104.80
1.36
-42.30
1.30
188.08
1090.80
11
Tree
602.80
12.57
-81.50
2.09
199.29
1588.80
12
Tree
1641.90
26.22
-166.50
1.60
212.94
2627.90
13
Fence
109.90
1.28
-18.90
1.17
188.00
1095.90
14
Dead tree
574.10
10.05
-33.30
1.75
196.77
1560.10
15
Fence
115.60
1.20
7.60
1.04
187.92
1101.60
16
Tree
655.60
16.38
45.40
2.50
203.10
1641.60
17
Tree
768.30
19.48
96.50
2.54
206.20
1754.30
18
Fence
121.30
1.12
33.70
0.92
187.84
1107.30
19
Tree
811.50
19.30
161.00
2.38
206.02
1797.50
20
Fence
125.70
1.12
54.30
0.89
187.84
1111.70
21
Gutter
192.60
2.11
69.80
1.10
188.83
1178.60
22
Hip peak
193.80
4.60
79.30
2.37
191.32
1179.80
23
Antenna
191.70
5.79
81.70
3.02
192.51
1177.70
24
Hip peak
191.00
4.59
82.80
2.40
191.31
1177.00
25
Tree
679.40
20.62
198.40
3.04
207.34
1665.40
26
Gutter
181.80
2.10
84.10
1.16
188.82
1167.80
27
Fence
130.20
1.07
74.90
0.82
187.79
1116.20
28
Gutter
192.20
2.11
92.30
1.10
188.83
1178.20
29
Cnr Fence
133.20
1.13
89.40
0.85
187.85
1119.20
30
Gate post
130.50
1.27
89.40
0.98
187.99
1116.50
31
Pole
122.90
4.71
90.70
3.83
191.43
1108.90
32
Pole
119.20
9.00
105.60
7.55
195.72
1105.20
33
Post stay
22.30
4.58
104.70
20.56
191.30
1008.30
34
Tree
4.60
6.91
99.20
150.26
193.63
990.60
LOP 35 Tree
-244.10
14.87
99.20
6.09
201.59
741.90
LOP - Lop or remove these obstructions as they either infringe the OLS, about to infringe the OLS, or are required to be lowered in order to
maintain the TKOF STODAs no worse than the previous year.
# - These obstacles infringe the OLS. They are known and immovable, lit or shielded by a lit obstacle, and / or appropriately published in
the relevant AIP/s.

Survey by

Aerodrome Operation Support Pty Ltd
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APPENDIX B: DEFINITIONS
ABBREVIATION
AA
ABN
AC
ACI
ACN
AEC
AEP
AFRU
AIP
AIS
ALA
AO
AOC
AOSPL
APARS
ARC
ARFFS
ARO
AROC
AROCP
ARP
ASDA
ASI
ASIC
ASO
ATC
ATI
ATSB
AVGAS
AVTUR
AWIS
BAHMP
BTB
CAAP
CAO
CASA
CASR 139
CASR 99
CCTV
CHTR
CTAF
CTAF(R)
DAMP
DAP
DIRD
DME
DOIT
ERSA
FCS
FIFO
FOD
FWD
GA
ICAO
IMC
IWI
Jet A1
LED
LDA

DEFINITION
Airservices Australia
Aerodrome Beacon
Advisory Circular
Aerodrome Compliance Inspection
Aircraft Classification Number
Aerodrome Emergency Committee
Aerodrome Emergency Plan
Aerodrome Frequency Response Unit
Aeronautical Information Publications
Aeronautical Information Services
Aeroplane Landing Area
Audit Observation
Air Operator’s Certificate
Aerodrome Operation Support Pty Ltd
Australasian Pacific Aviation Resource Services Pty Ltd
Aerodrome Reference Code comprising of 2 code elements (e.g. 2C)
Aerodrome Rescue and Fire Fighting Service
Aerodrome Airport Safety Officer
Aeronautical Radio Operator Certificate (supersedes AROCP)
Aerodrome Reporting Officer’s Certificate of Proficiency
Aerodrome Reference Point
Accelerate Stop Distance Available
Aerodrome Safety Inspection/s
Aviation Security Identification Card
Airport Safety Officer
Air Traffic Control
Aerodrome Technical Inspection/s
Australian Transport Safety Bureau
Aviation Gasoline
Aviation Turpentine
Automatic Weather Information Station
Bird and Animal Hazard Management Plan
Bitumen Treated Base
Civil Aviation Advisory Publication
Civil Aviation Order
Civil Aviation Safety Authority
Civil Aviation Safety Regulation 1998 Part 139 Aerodromes
Civil Aviation Safety Regulation 1998 Part 99
Closed Circuit Television/s
Charter
Common Traffic Advisory Frequency
Common Traffic Advisory Frequency (Radio mandatory)
Drug and Alcohol Management Plan
Departure and Approach Procedures (published as Part East or West).
Department of Infrastructure and regional Development; previously DOIT
Distance Measuring Equipment
Department of Infrastructure and Transport; previously DITRDLG
En-Route Supplement Australia
Frequency Confirmation System
Fly In Fly Out
Foreign Object Debris
Falling Weight Deflectometer
General Aviation
International Civil Aviation Organisation
Instrument Metrological Conditions
Illuminated Wind Indicator
Jet Aviation Turpentine
Light Emitting Diode
Landing Distance Available
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ABBREVIATION
MAGS
MAUM
MIRL
MOS 139
MOWP
MTOW
NCN
NDB
NOF
NOTAM
NPA
OAS
OFZ
IAS
ITS
BLS
OLS
OFZ
TKOFS or TKOF
APCHS or APCH
TRANS or TS
IHS
CS
OHS
OMGWS
OTS
PAL
PANS-OPS
PAPI
PCN
PE
PVC
QAL
RCA
RDS
RESA
RPT
RWS
RWY
SAF
SES
SMS
SOT
SRY
STODA
SWI
SWS
THR
TKOF
TLW
TODA
TORA
TSP
T-VASIS
TWS
TWY
VASIS
VSS

Emerald, October 2016

DEFINITION
Movement Area Guidance Signs
Maximum All Up Mass
Medium Intensity Runway Lights
Manual Of Standards Part 139 – Aerodromes
Method Of Working Plan
Maximum Take-off Weight
Non Compliance Notice
Non Directional Beacon
NOTAM Office
Notice To Airmen
Non-precision approach
Obstacle Assessment Surface
Obstacle Free Zone within OLS relevant to instrument precision APCH RWYs comprising:
Inner Approach Surface
Inner Transitional Surface
Baulked Landing Surface
Obstacle Limitation Surfaces comprising:
Obstacle Free Zone
Take-off Surface
Approach Surface
Transitional Surface
Inner Horizontal Surface
Conical Surface
Outer Horizontal Surface
Outer Main Gear Wheel Span
Office of Transport Security, DIRD
Pilot Activated Lighting
Procedures for Air Navigation Services - ACFT OPerationS
Precision Approach Path Indicator
Pavement Classification Number
Photo Electric
Polymer of Vinyl Chloride
Queensland Airports Limited
Request for Corrective Action
Runway Distance Supplement
Runway End Safety Area
Regular Public Transport
Runway Strip
Runway
Singapore Air Force
State Emergency Services
Safety Management System
Start Of TORA
Secondary
Supplementary Take-off Distance Available
Secondary Wind Indicator
Soft Wet Surface
Threshold
Take-off
Time Limited Works
Take-off Distance Available
Take-off Run Available
Transport Security Program
T-Visual Approach Slope Indicator System
Taxiway Strip
Taxiway
Visual Approach Slope Indicator System
Visual Slope Segment, PANS-OPS
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APPENDIX C: PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE TAKE-OFF AREAS
Photographs of the take-off climb surface areas are provided. Approximate locations of the
obstructions have been indicated where possible. Exact locations are given in Appendix A.
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2016 ATI Plan for Corrective Actions
ATI Recommendations

Corrective Action Planned

By Whom

By When

Outcome

Recommendation 1: To continue maintaining all sealed movement
areas (comprising of the runways, taxiways/lanes and aprons for both
GA and RPT ACFTs) free from vegetation, cracking, irregularities and
any ruptures such that it remains in a water proof state especially to
the aged surfaces such as the refueling apron and GA apron / hangar
area.
Recommendation 2: To review and/or continue to improve the
transverse slopes of any area within the marked runway strip, along
the western edge of THR 15, such that they are not greater than the
maximum 3.0% slope permitted in the MOS 139, Section 6.2.22.
Recommendation 3: To provide and implement a compliant solution
to cater for Code B ACFT, weight restricted to no more 5700kg, to pass
via the GA itinerant apron especially as it is required to under certain
operating conditions.

ARO’s to monitor with daily
checks.
Continue mitigation as required.
Notate in ARINS.

S.Kazmi

November
2016
onwards

Currently taking place.

Work to be scoped into the
2017/18 budget.

D.Voss

2017/18
budget

Yet to be actioned.

Mitigation of GA nonconformances by way of
construction and repairs to GA
area. Work to be scoped into the
2017/18 budget.

D. Voss

2017/18
budget

Recommendation 4: To provide a compliant solution to cater for all
ACFT, weight restricted to not more 5700kg, to safely passage in and
out of the GA apron / hangar area.
Recommendation 5: To provide and implement a compliant solution
to cater for Code B ACFT weight restricted to not more 5700kg, to taxi
pass, turn or park within the GA refueling apron.
Recommendation 6: To continue re-locating / prevent any future
ACFT from parking along the entire south eastern edge (closest side
to the GA TWY and RPT apron) of the GA itinerant apron as it renders
the area non-compliant with respect to wing tip clearances.
Recommendation 7: To augment the current markers and markings
to the GA hangar area and eastern GA apron to compliment
Recommendation 4, clarify permitted ACFT entry, and allow for more
GA ACFT parking to compliment Recommendation 6.
Recommendation 8: To ensure that all obstacles on the GA hangar
area (hangar doors and/or poles) and equipment (trailers and/or bins)

As above per recommendation 3.

D. Voss

2017/18
budget

$100k allocated to GHD to
undertake testing, design, and
scoping of a project to upgrade
this area. Report to go to
Council January 2017 seeking
approval to adopt funds to
employ GHD to commence
design of Master plan Option 3
incl stage 1, 2 and 3.
As above per recommendation 3

As above per recommendation 3

D. Voss

2017/18
budget

As above per recommendation 3

As above per recommendation 3

D. Voss

2017/18
budget

As above per recommendation 3

As above per recommendation 3

D. Voss

2017/18
budget

As above per recommendation 3

Shoaib to speak to airport
stakeholders and then to arrange
mitigation work.

S.Kazmi

March 2017
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2016 ATI Plan for Corrective Actions
ATI Recommendations
and either appropriately marked (by parking clearance line and
requirement storage lines), or maintained clear at all times.
Recommendation 9: To re-locate the eastern GA apron and its tiedown cables further east on to the grassed area, and make it longer to
cater for excess light ACFT.
Recommendation 10: To provide a centre line, guidelines in / out of
the GA TWY C and GA TWY D, and intermediate holding position to
the GA TWY D (see diagram in Section 5.2.4 of this report).
Recommendation 11: To ensure that the marshalling stop line text
marked on the RPT apron and the apron parking position plan is
correct with respect to the MOS 139, Section 8.5.16.
Recommendation 12: To conduct a “full field” Emergency Exercise
as soon as practical.
Recommendation 13: To lop or remove two trees (Nos. 32 and 33
as identified in the RWY 06 TKOF survey results in Appendix A) at the
north eastern THR 24 end as they infringe the transitional surface.
Recommendation 14: To seek CASA's assessment and further
advice for the AWIS (obstruction No 32 as identified in the RWY 24
TKOF survey results in Appendix A) surveyed as / found to be infringe
the transitional OLS.
Recommendation 15: To remove the motel sign (obstruction No. 38
as identified in the RWY 24 TKOF survey results in Appendix A) as it
infringes the transitional OLS.
Recommendation 16: To lop or remove 3 trees (Nos. 4, 5 and 15 as
identified in the RWY 15 TKOF survey results in Appendix A) at the
south eastern THR 33 end, to maintain TKOF performance no worse
than that provided in previous years, and remove the transitional OLS
infringement (15).
Recommendation 17: To lop or remove one tree (No. 35 as identified
in the RWY 33 TKOF survey results in Appendix A) at the north
western THR 15 end as it infringes the transitional OLS.

Corrective Action Planned

By Whom

By When

Outcome

As above per recommendation 3

D. Voss

2017/18
budget

As above per recommendation 3

As above per recommendation 3

D. Voss

2017/18
budget

As above per recommendation 3

As above per recommendation 3

D. Voss

2017/18
budget

As above per recommendation 3

To be completed by November
2016

S.Kazmi

November
2016

Completed November 2016

Shoaib to arrange tree
lopping/removal.

S.Kazmi

February
2017

Shoaib to engage CASA in
discussion about this matter with
a view to mitigation.

S.Kazmi

March 2017

David to speak with Hotel
advertiser first.
Then Shoaib to arrange sign
removal and/or relocation.
Shoaib to arrange tree
lopping/removal.

D.Voss /
S.Kazmi

March 2017

S.Kazmi

February
2017

Shoaib to arrange tree
lopping/removal.

S.Kazmi

February
2017
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12 GENERAL BUSINESS
13 CLOSED SESSION
13.1 Review of SunWater's Annual Water Charges
CLOSED SESSION REPORT
This report is CONFIDENTIAL under Section 275 (1) (h) of the Local Government Regulation 2012 which
permits the Council meeting to be closed to the public to discuss:
(h)

other business for which a public discussion would be likely to prejudice the interests of the local
government or someone else, or enable a person to gain a financial advantage.

14 CLOSURE OF MEETING
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